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Future o f Class IV ’s
Possibly A ffe c te d

m
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ÉlM
affects nothing except the
By Lillian M. Aleman
endorsement of an NROTC
ManagingEditor
program by the SGA.”
Æ
Justiniano rules that the
Unexpectedly, during last law is subjective, although
n ig h t’s SGA m eeting, the subjectivity was not noted in
future of Class IV organiza the unconstitutionality ruling
Bll
tions was discussed due to last week, due to a conver
■
the SGA Supreme C ourt’s sation with Chief Justice
ruling of the NROTC endorse Warren Eth. According to
Justiniano, Eth states that
ment.
«IH m
PÉM
According to SGA Trea the NROTC ruling was clean
surer and Phi Sigma Pi and straightforward, and
member, Derek M acchia, anyone looking to expand
seasons topping Ramapo 1 - 0.
“ I feel that the ruling being on the ruling, or inquire MSU celebrates their first ECAC victory in :ten
H H
unconstitutional will affect about it can petition to the
ments made before the his wish as Montclair showed
By Jose Ortiz
the Greek organizations by court.
game by Ramapo's men’s w hat true cham pions are
though
However,
SportsEditor
opening the constitution and
soccer team, that came to m ade of, com ing back
statutes up to inte rpre ta  according to M acchia,
M aybe he's psychic, w atch as their victory over from a 2 - 0 deficit with
“ Laws
tion."
maybe he had a-dream, or Stockton gave them the right under 25 minutes to play
must be
T h e
maybe he’sjust good. Ryan to play in the ECAC cham against NJCU, in the semi
applied
NROTC
¿6 La w s m u s t b e
final match.
“The Kid” Morgan, after scor pionship game.
equally to
bill was
Maybe the soccer gods
Adam
Auriemma
from
ing the game-winning goal
all, laws
APPLIED EQUALLY TO
denied
were
looking down on
Ramapo's
Soccer
team,
against NJCU on Saturday
cannot
endorseALL, LAWS CANNOT BE be selec
Morgan,
but after scoring
said,
"We’d
rather
play
Mont
and earning a trip to the
m e n t
the
game
winner at NJCU,
clair
because
we
tied
them
championship game against
tive.”
because
SELECTIVE. 99
and
guaranteeing
a victory
in
the
regular
season,
we
Ramapo, said, “ All I know is
After
it did not
- D e r e k A A o c c h ia
beat
NJCU
3
0,
so
w
e
’d
.
my team is coming out on
hearing
follow the
see "SOCCER” o n p . 2 6
to p tom orrow ." This was rather play Montclair to get
M
a
c

guidelines
S (D A T re a s u re r a n d P h i
back
at
them.”
Well
he
got
in reference to the c o m 
c h ia ’
set forth
S ig m a P i A A e m b e r
debate
in the Stu
against
dent’s Bill
t h e
of Rights
that state "no person shall be unconstitutionality bjll for
discriminated against due to the NROTC and its possible
‘creed, race, sexual orienta affects on Greek organi
tion, gender, [or] national zations, Hudnut deplored
Macchia's statements and
origin.”
Because of its discrimi questioned his sovereignty
natory procedures towards to the SGA by stating,
homosexuals with its “ Don’t “ I don’t know if you've
Ask, D on’ t Tell” rules, the noticed, but we changed
NROTC was not endorsed presidents on June l ,” said
and found to be unconstitu Hudnut.
According to Hudnut in
tional. According to M ac
chia, this sets a pattern that a letter sent to The Montholds the SGA so that they clarion last week, “ a c a 
cannot endorse any discrimi dem ic organizations are
different than organiza
natory organizations.
In this light, Class IV orga tions in that their main
nizations practice discrimina objective is education and
programming.
tory procedures in regards not
to gender, and could be The distribution of resources
viewed as unconstitutional. for an academic organiza
But, according to Attorney tion is the participation in
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
General, Javier Justiniano, the program and the sub
“The court's ruling does not sequent learning from it.
SGA legislators sat through another discussion o f the NROTC endorsement bill as it
a ffe ct policy, procedures,
SEE " S G A " ON P . 4
was unexpectedly brought up at last night’s SGA meeting.
a n d /o r the workings of
Class IV organizations. It
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Editorial Board
- The MSU.
EMS unit responded to
Freeman Hall on a
report of a male with
severe back pain. The
victim was transported
to Mountainside
Hospital.
1 1 /1 6 /0 3

<- A female
non MSU student
reported being sexually
assaulted by a known
male MSU student. The
victim did not wish
to sign any complaints
and was given all the
necessary options.
1 1 /1 4 /0 3

- A male MSU
employee reported to
police that a female MSU
employee tried to hit him
with a vehicle that she
was driving. The victim
did not want to sign
criminal complaints. The
case will be handled
administratively.
1 1 /1 4 /0 3
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- A 19-yearold female, whose name
is being withheld at
the present tirrie, was
charged with possession
of CDS, distribution of
.CDS, and .distribution of
drug paraphernalia,and
is awaiting a court
1 1 / 1 4 / 0 3 - Officers
date in the Little Falls
responded to Blanton Hall
Municipal Court.
on a report of someone
throwing a cup of liquid
1 1 / 1 3 / 0 3 - Officers
out an open window. .The
responded to Fenwick Hall
liquid was determined
on an activated fire
to be milk;it short
alarm. Unattended food
circuited a TV and broke
began to burn, -causing
the -bulb of an electrical
the smoke detector- to
fixture.
activate.

5uTu

1 1 /1 3 /0 3

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls
are strictly confidential.
M ayoral M an o f S te e l D ies in O ffice
'T T
t ~ l ^ t i r - ^ he thoughf he cSUWCheQ
A survivor of the G reat Depression, the bombing of Pearl Harbor,
and |obs in Pennsylvania coal mines and an asbestos-spewing
insulation factory, the 81-year-old Victory Gardens mayor, vowed
last week to continue running Morris County s tiniest town, even
while attached to an oxygen machine. But his battles with
emphysema, asbestos poisoning and a touch pf black lung disease
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The M o n td a rio n w ill not p rin t ads for
alcohoj, tobacco, or firearms, ads advocating
hate speech or displaying intolerance for
the po litica l view points and opinions of
a specific group, or ads w ith excessive
nu dity o r w ith excessive d e p ictio n s of
violence, a cco rding to local standards.
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Deadlines
The deadline to s u b m it advertisements to
The M o n td a rio n is the M onday of the week
o f publication. _
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The M o n td a rio n is distributed on Thursdays,
and invoices and tearsheets are mailed the
following M onday. Tearsheets for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30) days are
given for payment after the insertion date,
after which a 15 percept finance charge Js
levied. A fter sixty (60) days, accounts are
referred to an outside collection, agency.
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AD RATES
O N-CA M PUS
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00

The Montdarion will not release
" an issue next week.

O FF-C A M PU S
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

We w ill resume publication
on December 4.

all individually life threatening combined to overtake him on
Sunday, when he died in Saint Clare’s Hospital in Denville.

Classifieds (up to 30 wds.)
$ 10.00
C a ll (9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 -5 2 3 7
fo r m ore inform ation.

A d u lt Day C en ter in C h ester W ill Close
The only adult day health care program left in Morris County
'has announced it will close in December, just two months after
a similar facility in Boonton shuttered its doors Families at the
Kessler Adult Health Center in Chester say they must now
scramble to look for some place for their parents, elderly aunts
or siblings who have debilitating medical conditions to go during
the day. f t equate this to looking for child care for my children.
As a care giver, (the program) was a godsend,” said Cathy Choy,
whose 78-year old mother, Beatrice, has attended the center for
seven years after suffering a stroke.The facility offers a daylong
program with pickup and drop-off services, as well as on-site
medical personnel and a social atmosphere.
C o m p ile d fro m The Star Ledger b y B e th jD d o o rd o _
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The Attorney General made
an interpretation on the
Supreme Court’s ruling.
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N ews E

Ban on G ay M arriag es Ruled U n co n stitu tio n al
Massachusetts’ highest court ruled Tuesday that the state cannot
deny gays and lesbians the right to marry and ordered the states
lawmakers to devise changes in the law within six moilths. In a 4-3
ruling, the court stopped short of allowing marriage licenses to be
issued to the seven couples that challenged the Massachusetts law.
The ruling could set new legal ground, and drew quick reaction
from advocates on both sides of the issue. Massachusetts Gov.
M itt Romney issued a paper statement saying he believes marriage
should be between a man and a woman and he would support an
amendment to the state's constitution “to make that expressly clear."
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A motion to overturn the
Supreme Court’s ruling
failed.
The MC run of the online
election system was
conducted.
MINTCO received an
appropriation.
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T erro rism D rill T ests R eadiness
A mock suicide bomber and a quick succession of blasts were part
of a terrorism drill designed to test the responsiveness of health and
law enforcement officials along the U.S.-Mexico border. The Arizona
O ffice of Homeland Security said about 1,000 people took part in
the drill, Sunday morning, which started when a man walked into the
Mariposa Port of Entry compound, shouted the name of a mythical
terrorist group and set off an explosion. The man was actually a
firefighter in a protective suit. High school drama students played
in|ured and dead victims, complete with makeup depicting burns and
other injuries, as several more explosions detonated
C o m p ile d fro m cnn.com b y B eth O d o o rd o

ICC received an
appropriation.
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Diner Experiment
Results Successful
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NJ Transit Provides
New Shuttle Buses
ByAlana I. Capria

StaffWriter

A $1 million grant from the Fed
eral Transit Administration that was
secured by member of the House
Committee on Transportation and
Infrastructure U.S. Rep. Bill Pascrell,
will be used to fund the buses. The
grant itself was announced in May
of 2003.
As stated in the press release, “The
total cost of the buses is $1,051,156
plus five percent for contingencies
fo ra $1,229,600 total.”
One of the main purposes
behind the buses’ purchases is to
minimize thé amount of cars that
are found on campus at MSU. The
buses will also help to alleviate traffic,
congestion and air pollution.
In regards to the new bus pur
chases, MSU President Dr. Susan A.
Cole said that she was grateful “for
the extraordinary partnership that
has grown up between Montclair
State University and New Jersey
Transit. This Federal appropriation
will mean that many more people
can benefit from the excellent edu
cational opportunities at Montclair
State University. [...] Multiple good
purposes will be served, and NJ
Transit has been just splendid in
facilitating this important initiative.”

MSU has recently com e to an
agreement with New Jersey Transit
concerning the purchase of twelve
new buses to replace the aging
shuttle buses that are being used on
i campus, said Bob Quarteroni in hisNov. 13 newsletter.
The new buses will all be ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act)
compliant, which calls for lifts to be
installed on every bus so as to aid
individuals who may need additional
help in boarding the bus. A NJ Transit
....... ..... „ .. '
MSU will be constructed along Clove
CHRIS PETERS/THE MONTCLARION
Road so that the buses can provide
Students use meal plans to pay for food at the Red Hawk Diner.
service across campus.
Director of Transportation and
Parking Services Elaine Cooper said,
Services, believes that the needs of “As MSU continues to grow, this new
By Shauna Foster
MSU students are important. “ We’re and expanded shuttle system will
StaffWriter
here for the students," said Pignataro. have the ability to provide intra
“ We can listen to them and then campus linkages. Its comfort, and
take action."
convenience will also be an incenThe Red Hawk Diner’s meal plan
Auxiliary Services, which was the
ive for more members of our com
experiment proved to be a success, previous food service company, has
munity
to travel by train once the
as MSU students used their meal now been replaced by the Student
new
rail
station on campus opens
plans from Nov, 3 through Nov. 9 Department of Campus Life (SDCL)
this
spring.”
from 11 p.m. to 6-a.m.
and Sodexho, MSU's food provider.
The idea was established after sev
Karen Pennington, Vice President
eral students and organizations asked of SDCL, works with Dean of Stu
if meal plans could
dents Helen Matu- through Sunday were slightly slower.
be accepted at
diner to get feedback. Overall, there
sow-Ayers to meet
Sophomore and Blanton Hall Resi were positive responses during the
&& T h e r e s u l t s
the campus diner,
students’ needs. dent Janita Duna is in favor of the test period.”
which turned two
SURPASSED OUR
According to Pig- meal plan process. "I really think
years
old
last
Pignataro agreed. “The test was
nafaro, with' the that our meal plans should be used
month. Instead of
very well received by the students-"
EXPECTATIONS. 99
help of SGA and a t the diner on a regular basis,"
its usual paym ent
he said. “The results surpassed our
SDCL,
everyone he said. “ It’s open 24 hours and
- / 4 r ? G f e w P ig n a ta ro
expectations."
option of cash,
w ill w ork hand- we already pay a lot of money for
credit, or Red Hawk
He believes another testing period
L ia s io n o f F o o d S e n /ic o s
in-hand to create everything else so why not?” .
Dollars, meal plans
may be in the works. “We will attempt
more
student
Dora Lim, General Manager of to do another test in late January or
were
also
activities.
Food
Services was amazed by the early February,” Pignataro explained.
a c c e p te d during
As a result of results.
the one week test
"After we compile the results of that
the meal plan test,
“ 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. was the busi one and put it together with the
ing process. Each
more customers
meal plan swipe was worth $3.80 per filled the diner than prior to the est window,” she said. "Students’ previous test, we can plan to imple
eating habits have shifted. With the
person per check.
process. Monday through Thursday exception of day one of the test, ment the meal plan process on a •
regular schedule.”
Andrew Pignataro, Liasion of Food were the busiest days, while Friday
paper surveyors were taken at the

Director o f Italian Institute Selected
By Cesarina Miceli

NewsEditor
After a national search, the Direc
tor of the C occia Institute for the
Italian Experience in America at MSU
has been selected.
. As her first experience at MSU, Dr.
Gina M. Miele, of Middletown, will
serve as head of the Institute, which
began on Oct. 20.
"I am honored to be selected for
this prestigious post. To my Director's
position, I bring a love and a profes
sional passion for the dissemination
of knowledge about Italian-America
heritage, culture and literature,” said
Miele.
Miele's duties include co n ta ct
ing other institutions and organiza
tions interested in promoting ItalianAmeriean studies. The Institute is
open to all ethnic groups,. “ We want
to em brace all organizations and
fin'd a unique place for ourselves,”
Miele said.

In
addi
tion, Miele wjll
introduce
speakers onto
campus
to
educate MSU
students and
the
public
about the Ital
ian language
and culture.
She hopes to
highlight the
cultural per
spectives of
Italians
by
o r g a n iz in g
film festivals,
art. exhibits
and musical
P e r f o r. mances. Cul
tural
pro
COURTESY OF MIKE PETERS
gramming will
be offered to ' Joseph Coc&ia and Dean Richard Gigliotti
the public'to welcome Director o f thè Coccia Institue
educate and Dr. Gina M. Miele to MSU.
M it tur

e n t e rt a i n
even the com
munity outside
the University.
Miele men
tioned MSU’s
th re e -w e e k
summèr pro
gram,
the
Scuola Pinoc
chio, which
teaches chil
dren the Ital
ian language
and culture.
Miele
said.
"We
are
hoping
to
grow that pro
gram."
The
Scuola Pinoc
chio currently
enrolls seven
to 10 people,
and Miele's
goal
is to
increase par-

ticipation to 30 to 40 students and
hopefully get multiple age groups
involved.
“ We’re new; the beautiful thing
about that is, we can extend our
arms everywhere," said Miele.
Miele is highly qualified for the
position of Director a t the Italian
Institute. Teaching Italian language
and literature, Miele served as the
Lead Teaching Fellow for the Harvard
Study Abroad Program in Calabria
and Sicily in 2002. She was also a
Senior Thesis Advisor, Coordinator for
Teaching Fellows^ a Teaching Fellow
and a tutor at Harvard. Miele has
also translated for c o m p a n io n
New York City and Massachusetts.
Her focuses of study include ItalianAmerican literature and history; Ital
ian and Italian-American folklore
and Dance studies.
Miele received her PhD frorrf Har- i
vard in Romance Languages after
graduating from the College of the
see

"DIRECTOR"o n P . 4
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SGA

Director

C o n tin u e d fro m p g . 1

C o n tin u e d from p g . 3

Thusly, blanket exclusion frbm an
academic program has been found,
by the Court, to be against the SGA’s
principles in a way that the Class IV
community could never be."
After the meeting ended, Macchia stated th a t he respects the
decision made by Justiniano and,
“As a member of the Greek com 
munity, I full heartedly support the
Greeks. While I am a Greek, I will

uphold the constitution of the SGA
due to being treasurer," but he does
add, “ I am torn on the issue."
Additional reporting by Steve
Miller and Tom Hoskinson

Holy Cross as one of the first Italian first-rate teaching, research and
majors. She also p a rticip a te d in administrative skills. We are thrilled
Rutgers University’s Italian Program that such a knowledgeable scholar
in Florence between ‘94 and ‘95. will be the Director of our Institute."
According to Miele, it is advanta
Some of her honors inclu d e the
geous for students
Maurizlo Vanicelli
to study Italian,
Prize in Italian Stud
especially since
66 WE WANT TO
ies from the Col
MSU's
Italian/
lege of the Holy
EMBRACE ALL
Spanish
D
e p a rt
Cross and the
ment is stellar. She
ORGANIZATIONS AND
Travel Study Prize
encourages stu
for Excellence in
FIND A UNIQUE PLACE dents to visit the
Teaching a t Har
Italian
Depart
vard
University.
FOR OURSELVES. 99
ment and her
Miele
is
also
-D r . (D in a A A . A A ie te
office in Dickson
involved
in
a
Hall with ideas and
num ber of o rg a 
D ir e c to r o f C o c c ia /n s fifu fe
questions. “I'd like
nizations such as
more direct con
the Modern Lan
guage Association, the American tact with the students,” Miele said.
Miele takes special pride in her
Italian Historical Association and Phi
work since she is an Italian-American
Beta Kappa.
Joseph Coccia, who established herself. Although she was born in
the Institute with his wife Elda Coccia, the U.S, Miele lived and taught in
com m ented on M iele’s a p p o in t Italy, and returns often to visit her
ment in a recent newsletter. Coccia family. Originally from Holmdel,
said, “ Dr. Miele is a true Renaissance Miele moved to Middletown after
woman. She combines an outstand her recent marriage on Oct. 4.
ing a c a d e m ic background with

Derek Macchia expresses his views at last night’s SGA meeting.

The NJ Wheelchair All Stars
once again challenge the
MSU Community!
Join us on Monday» Dec- 1
in the Panzer Gym at 7:30 pm!
Free T Shirts for all players
and cheerleaders!
P G -1 3 | PARENTS
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Thanksgiving Cooking Tips Made Simple
How to A void Having a Swanson TV Dinner on a Day o f Feasts

COURTESY OF DOBRHAN.COM

ByToniTriolo

FeatureEditor

Thanksgiving is a little over a week
aw ay. Many of you revel in the
fact that you will be going home to
spend the day with your families and
gorging out on that holiday dinner.
We take comfort in the fact that
it is the food we look forward to,
mom's hom em ade a p ple
pie a nd d a d 's w onderful
oven roasted turkey breast
with just a hint of clove
flavoring.
As children we learn
the story of Thanksgiving,
how the pilgrims landed
on Plymouth Rock, how
the Indians ca m e and
brought offerings of corn
and food, and showed
them how to plant in the soil
that was different than that
of England. We learned of
Squanto and his helpfulness.
By now, however, a major
ity of us have forgotten that tale of.
the first Thanksgiving.
We lose sight of the fact that this
is a time, as the name suggests, to
give thanks for what we have and
may receive.
It is indeed a holiday to show
those around you how much you
care, if even by a mere simple word.
It is a time that we, as human beings, ’
can appreciate the things we are
given.
As for the history of the holiday,
many of us remember the story from

plays put on as children, and feasts
in our first grade classrooms.
Ok, and now that that babble
has been said, let's get down to the
point; Cooking.
What better way to show your
family you care then by cooking
something for this holiday feast. Even
if it is as small as a chocolate cake
that is tilted, it's the thought that
counts.
Now, to share with you some
secrets of the Thanksgiving day feast,
quick and easy ways out of the muss
and fuss of the agonizing day over
the stove.
A turkey is the
staple meat of
this holiday. To
get a juicy, suc
cu lent bird just
right, it is best to wrap
it in tin foil and let it bake
in the oven in its own
juices (yummy). For a bit
of a different flavor, put a
grapefruit or other citrus fruit
in the middle, with holes poked in
it. Truthfully lemon is the best,
and when the turkey is done
it will have the hint of citrus
cooked into it.
Another turkey secret: as you
baste it in its juices add different
spices to it, whether they be whole
cloves, pineapple or even some
thing as simple as fresh rosemary
or thyme.
As far as side dishes go, candied
yams are a delectable treat.
Add marshmallows on top with
some honey and you have a sweet
tasting side treat to add to the flavor
of your wonderful bird.
And now for a family secret.

which isn’t really a secret, good
stuffing (homemade folks not
Stovetop).
Use two loafs of white bread
and soak it in water with a little
egg. Add minced giblets, some
gravy and an array of spices of
your choice.
Mix it up (hands work best,
trust me), bake for half an hour
to an hour (or more depending
on whether you use more c: less
bread), remove when the top
has just started to turn into crust,
and voila! You have wonderful
homemade stuffing that beats
Stovetop any day.
Corn, green beans and an
array of other vegetables help
add to the color and flavor of
this special holiday treat.
For a little more variety, you
could do a vegetable casserole
including lots of your favorite
greens, oranges, and yellows.
Throw in some spices, a few
tomatoes, olive oil, vinegar (bal
samic works best) and sprinkle
some almonds on top and you’ll
have a great side entree.
Mulled apple cider is a great
drink to enjoy with your after
dinner pumpkin, apple or pecan
pies.
Well, those are some family
recipes w e ’ve enjoyed for many
years, I hope th a t you enjoy
them as much as I have.
Just remember that a good
holiday is not m ade with the
food but with the times shared
with those you love. Enjoy and
have a Happy Thanksgiving.

«W e*
• Butterball Turkey
• Whole Cloves
• Citrus Fruits
• Mulled Apple Cider
• Onion Dip
• Ranch Dip
• Salsa
• Pumpkin Pie
• Ham

• Cranberry Sauce
• M ashed Potatoes
• Sweet Potato Pie

• Candied Yams
• Sweet Potatoes
• Collared Greens
• Stuffing
• Hom em ade Gravy
1 Salad
• Tomato Salad
• Italian Bread

Thanksgiving Day Factoids
• Thanksgiving was
held twice in 1815.
• Thanksgiving was a
centuries old tradition
held by most cultures.
After trie harvest,
communities held
three day long feasts,
sharing meat, bread
and beer. Today
Thanksgiving is
known best as
a U.S. public holiday.

• Several people in the
early years of our
country w anted to
have an official day
o f thanksgiving,
including George £
Washington who
proclaim ed a
national
d ay of Thanksgiving
in 1789. Several
people
did not want it,
including President
Thomas Jefferson.

• In 1863 President
Lincoln proclaim ed
the last Thursday in
November as a
National day of
Thanksgiving.
• It was not until 1941
that congress
d e cla re d
Thanksgiving a
National holiday,
It was d e cla re d to
be the fourth
Thursday in
November.

• Every President since
Lincoln proclaim ed
Thanksgiving day. But
in ‘39, *40 and ‘41
President Roosevelt
proclaim ed
Thanksgiving as the
third Thursday in
November to
lengthen
the holiday shopping
season. This upset
people.
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You m ean well but sometime
you should think before you say
things to p e o p le . Others are
not used to the w ay you express
c e rta in em otions so try to be
nice.

u

.

m

You will receive u n e xp e cte d
help from e n e m y b u t it is only
b e c a u s e you b o th n o w share
a co m m on enem y. Help e a ch
other out to extinguish this new
found nuisance.

You’ve been holding a grudge
against someone for to long and
you seriously need to g e t over
it. People make mistakes, even
you a n d you n e e d to fo rg ive
them.

I c
J

V*

You spend to o m uch tim e
regretting all the things you didn't
g e t to do and miss more of the
things you w an t to do. Stop Wor
rying and end this cycle.

You’ve finally slipped up and
now p e op le are on to your
sneaky ways. How long did you
really think th a t you co u ld g e t
a w a y w ith this? Does this finally
m ean d e fe a t? No way.

Your c h a n c e is g e ttin g a w ay,
so now it’s tim e to shift your gears
a n d a tte m p t to c a tc h up. Stop
thinking, things will just fall into
your lap, cause th e y w o n ’t.

Virgo
n

O O T g rtW d l

Scorpios need great
self-discipline, because
they are able to rec
ognize the qualities in
themselves that make
them different from
other humans. They are
intuitive and passion
ate. They can, however,
be compulsive and jeaslous.

That wondering eye of yours
is getting you into more trouble
then you ca n handle. This is
som ething should h a ve b e en
corrected a long time a go but
wasn’t. Correct it now.

Things are tough now and it
m ay a t times feel as th o u g h it
ca n only g e t worse but you know
b e tte r then to think th a t w ay. It’s
hard to g e t up sometimes and
fa c e the world but you must.

2 2 -3e p t 21

A close friend is very in need
of guidance and w ho better to
take up the role o f guiding hand
then yourself. Don’t jum p ahead
o f them , rather hear o u t w h a t
they have to say,

jbrajfcpf’* 22-0ct. 22
Sadly you are surrounded by
enemies but they are unaware
y o u 'v e g o t b a c k up for w hen
th e y slip up. G la d ly you w ill
use this to your a d van tag e and
devise a plan to shut them all
up for once.

For o n c e you fe e l th a t you
have taken a hold o f some part
o f your life and are able to m ain
tain control. Just rem em ber not
to g e t to co cky It’s im portant
keep up the routine th a t g o t you
there in the first place.

Times are c h a n g in g a n d
y o u 're not planning to be left
behind. Organize yourself and
prepare to be a h e a d of every
one else. A g o o d presentation
will g e t you attention as well as
your fo o t in the door.

S O ...

Making the 'Book’

psychology, huh?

A chieving a World Record is the
Ultimate Dream For Some
By Jock Broom

Bridge (although the book refers to
it as the second Lake Washington
Bridge).
But the records that capture
You c a n 't always see it, but it’s headlines and the public imagina
there. Deep within the human spirit tion most frequently are the ones in
lies the passion to succeed, the which seemingly normal individuals,
desire to stand out, the overwhelm alone or in groups, take on a task
they hope will etch their names in
ing urge to:
Eat 27 meatballs in a minute;Ride global history.
Hungarian Szabolcs Borsay set
backward on a motorcycle at more
than 124 miles an hour; Throw a a Guinness world record by reach
ing a speed of 124.725 mph riding
Frisbee-style disc 820 feet.
Chances are you personally backward on his motorcycle on July
h a ve n ’t done any of these. But, 2, 2002.
thank Guinness, some people did.
“ What we love are ordinary
Those feats, all performed last year, people doing extraordinary things.
are am ong the more than 3,000 They're w onderful people with a
records listed in the recently pub lot of heart," said Stuart Claxton,
lished "Guinness World Records 32, a British-born New Yorker and a
2004."
researcher for the Guinness organiza
The 288-page book covers a wide tion.
range of scientific, natural and engi
Claxton holds no world records,
neering extremes: Largest mammal but it’s safe to say he has one of the
to build a nest is the 385-pound world's most unusual jobs.
As a researcher for Guinness,
European wild boar; oldest known
disease, leprosy, was described as
early as 1350 B.C.; and the longest
See"GUINESS” p.8
floating bridge span is Washington
sta te ’s 1.42-mile Evergreen Point
KRTCampus

W ay to go buddy.

You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.
That's w here w e come in.
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‘How Do I Tell Him ?’
When to Let

Mr.Now In On Your Past Transgressions

landscape of personal anguish.
You made a very brave choice
StaffWriter
when you decided to give your
baby up for adoption.
You d e cid e d to live with the
G.M.,
consequences in order to give your
I’ve just started a new relation child a better life. This is commend
ship, but I have a personal issue able in itself.
that I ’m not sure how to go about
I understand why you may be
dealing with. Two years ago, I was questioning if telling your new boy
pregnant and gave the baby up for friend is the right thing to ' do.
adoption. M y boyfriend now didn’t You don’t want him to judge you
know m e then, a n d I’m not sure if based on decisions that were made
I want to tell him about this. Am I before you met him. It’s difficult to
being dishonest by hiding this from deal with our pasts following us into
him? Will this ruin our relationship if the present, but it’s something that
I don’t tell him or if I do?
has to be dealt with.
- A .R . If you have decided to have a
relationship with this man, then you
This is an extremely difficult situa must trust him.
tion. Not only are you dealing with
If you think that he is going to
the stresses of a new relationship, judge you based upon a personal
but there must still be quite a bit of decision that was carefully thought
residual psychologi
through and
cal questioning that
right for you,
6 6 T h is is a p a r t o f
you have to deal with
then perhaps
from the adoption
YOUR LIFE, AND IT CAN’T this man is not
process.
worth it. It may
BE SWEPT UNDER THE
This is not a conun
be a shock
drum that will just dis
RUG. Y O U HAVE NOTHING for him at first,
appear on its own.
but if he really
TO BE ASHAMED OF. 9 9
You’ll probably deal
takes the time
with this for quite some
to empathize
time, and that is per
with your situ
fectly OK. It’s better to
ation then he
deal with your emo
may be able
tions than to suppress
to see where
them allowing them to swell in the you were coming from.
ByG.M. Grosso

1

If he truly respects you and wants
to make the relationship work, then
he’ll be understanding about the
situation.
He'll appreciate that you were
honest enough to tell him this
e x p e rie n c e
th a t o b vi
ously
is
ca u sin g
you anx
iety. I'm
sure
he'll
understand that this is a
very courageous decision
on your part to tell him. He
may have a lot of questions.
You have to be prepared to deal
with them. Before you even say
anything to him, set boundaries for
yourself.
Figure out what you are comfort
able answering and rule out what
you just don’t want to share.
He's going to have to respect
that some things are just too per
sonal for you to deal with at this
particular time.
If you d o n ’t tell him, you are
going to live with a tremendous
amount of guilt.
You're always going to be won
dering if he's going to find out by
accident, and then you are going
to have to deal with the situation on
not such great terms.
He'll feel like you were intention
ally deceiving him, and you'll feel

uncomfortable talking about it.
I f you’re honest from the start,
then yo u ’ll be able to
avoid some very awk
ward occurrences.
By being truthful
with him now, you’ll
be able to see the
kind of person he
is.
If he’s willing
to be sympa
thetic and under
standing
with
you, then yo u 'll
be able to access
his intentions.
If he is disturbed
by the whole situa
tion and wants out
because of it, y o u ’ ll have saved
yourself a lot of trouble in the long
run.
This is a part of your life, and it can’t
just be swept under the rug. You have
nothing to be ashamed of. You’ve
made some very brave decisions at
an early age. If this is the right kind of
man for you, he'll see this too.
I’m h ere to answ er your qu es
tions.
If you have a dilem m a
lik e th e o n e a b o v e . I’m a t yo u r
service.
Just e -m a il m e a t
M on tfeatu re@ yah o o .co m with th e
title attention G .M . Grosso. I look
forw ard to hearing from you.
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Guiness
C o n tin u e d from p. 6

he rode in a helicopter above a
Mexico City park in October 2000 to
photograph 10,004 people playing
chess. Last year, he measured a
4,016-pound cherry lollipop (that's
more than 6.8 million calories) in
Ontario, Canada.
This year, he braved a rainstorm
in New York to see 632 hearty souls
come within 14 people of breaking
the record for the world's largest
pillow fight.
And this month, he expected to
attend the unveiling of the world's
largest book, 42 inches by 62 inches
when closed, at a New York public
library. Inside: photographs of the
tiny Himalayan country of Bhutan.
Fortunately for Claxton, he didn’t
personally inspect either the world's
largest removed tumor (303 pounds)
or the world' s oldest vomit (160 million
years and counting.) Those happy
tasks fell to other Guinness staffers.
Guinness World Records Limited
gets about 50,000 inquiries a year
from people who would like to set or
topple a world record.
“ Every one should be verifiable,
measurable
and
breakable,"

Claxton said. Although Guinness staff
"This is one of my favorites,
ers attend a
an example of
small
per
a record that
centage of
anyone
can
attempts,
attempt,” Clax
they send out
ton said.
specific crite
To make the
ria to m any
toss, Stephen
re c o rd -s e t
traveled to an
ters, setting
a i r p l a n e
the
condi
hangar
in
tions
and
Moses
Lake.
requirements
Under terms set
for verifica
by Guinness, he
tion.
had to throw
Following
the plane on a
those instruc
flat, level floor
tions could
after a run of no
land Stephen
more than 30
Kreiger, 15,
meters (98 feet);
of Bellevue,
he had to start
Wash., on the
with
a
Guinness list
standard-sized
for throwing
sheet of paper
a paper air
and could cut
COURTESY OF TWINGALAXIES.COM
plane more
pieces
away
than 207 feet
but not reat
indoors
in
tach, and could
September, besting the existing mark use about a square inch of cello
by 14 feet.
phane tape to hold folds together.
And the attempt had to be wit
nessed by "scrutineers,” preferably
people with some standing in the
community. The family is still putting
lia O iA A M A
together the docum entation, but
Claxton said, “ If it all checks out,
Stephen will be a new world record

US

holder.”
On the other hand, Claxton said
Guinness is not particularly interested
in another recent epic event in the
Seattle area, 754 guitarists playing
"Louie Louie" together in Tacoma’s
Cheney Stadium in August.
Backers say initial e-mail contact
m ade them hopeful their record
would be a cce pte d, but Claxton
said Guinness already has a record
of more than 1,300 guitars playing
together, and is not likely to make
a ca te g o ry for guitars playing a
particular song.
Guinness also opted not to
monitor American magician David
Blaine’s current stunt, hanging in a
clear plastic box suspended by a
crane for 44 days of starvation.
Claxton said Guinness doesn’t
actively encourage people to go
without eating, but keeps records
of some fasts for historical purposes,
such as a 385-day hunger strike by
an inmate in Britain’s Wakefield Prison
in 1972-1973.
Guinness' new edition, a heavily
illustrated coffee-table book is not a
comprehensive list, but what it calls
a cross-section of new and classic
records from the company's file of
some 40,000. Some records not in
the book can be found at the Web
site, but that list is also a rotating
collection.

n d a *
* CARS: “Butt Out" Dump Your Butts, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Parking Lots
* NASO African Culture Night, 6 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* ASSIST Coffeehouse, 10 p.m. SC Ratt
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* RecBoard Meeting, 2:15-3:30 p.m. SC Cafe B and C
* MSU Main Art Gallery Opening Reception, 6-8 p.m. Life Hall
* Graduate Recital- Momoko Matumuro (violin), 8 p.m. McEachern Recital Hall

<S a t u A ( H a u
* Graduate Recital- Michelle Brick,Flute, 8 p.m. McEachern Recital Hall

a
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* HSA Cultural Soiree 8 p.m.-12 a.m. SC Dining Room
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'RedHawk5KW alk/Run,9a.m .-12 p.m.. Starts atYogiBena Stadium
' Chi Upsilon Sigma: Give Thanks Open Mic, 7-11 p.m. SC Ratt

You’re proud of the academic achievement you attained while earning your undergraduate degree.
We are too. At Monmouth University, we established the Graduate Scholars Program to acknowledge that achievement.

^YYi&A/dau
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' OSAU Harvest Ball, 8 p.m. SC Ballrooms

Take the first step toward a graduate degree from Monmouth University.
Give your career a head start in knowledge, position, and income.
• Go directly to graduate school and receive a
scholarship based on achievement in your
undergraduate degree program.

~Tue.A(HaLj
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• Learn from faculty with both academic and

• Get a “hands-on” learning experience.

* Student Recital- Chamber Ensembles, 1-2 p.m. McEachern Recital Hall
* Workshop Series, 2:30-4:30 p.m. SC Annex 206

• Earn a graduate degree in:
Business Administration, Communication,
Computer Science, Criminal justice, Education,
History, Liberal Arts, Nursing, Psychological

professional accomplishments.

* Lambda Sigma Upsilon Thanksgiving Dinner, 8 p.m. SC Ballrooms

{jJz($A/zA(!!a(Ju 2 6

• Utilize our convenient class schedule.

Counseling, Social Work, or Software Engineering.

MONMOUTH
UNIVERSITY
800-693-7372

www.monmouth.edu
MonmouthUniversitysupportsequalopportunitymréaniment,id«««», educationalprograms,andemploy**«practices,andcomplies
withalt majorfederalandstatetawsandeacutiwordersrtquirwgequalemploymentopportunityand/oraffinrutiveaction.
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Peer counseling; Information and Referrals.
Drop in or call 973-655-5271!
We r e located betw een
Richardson Hall and
the Student Center.
You can't m iss us!

The Drop-In
Center
buppurieu
uy.
supported by:
LAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
MONTCLAIR

MSU STU D EN TS H ELPIN G M SU STU D EN TS
FOR OVER TH IR TY YEARS.

www.montclair.edu\wellness\dropin
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Sex, AIDS and Cancer: A Laughing Matter
Jim Norton Shares His Views on Opie and Anthonyf Soft Humor and Yellow Discipline
later,' and I knew I was never going
to do it, I actually wound up showing
up and I sucked. I was filthy. Dirty is
fine, but I was piggish. I didn't realize
that's not the way to do it."
im Norton is not your average
After about three years of becom
comedian. In fact, he’s much ing an expert-at stand up, he was
funnier than the a ve rag e touring with the infamous, Andrew
comic.
“ Dice” Clay, every feminists' night
The extrem ely
mare, as an opening
intelligent
funny A
act, Which is how
man, grasps onto
one can realize his
subjects that most
66 P eople that say shared attitude with
people are too shy
“ Dice” ,
or politically correct
I’ m ‘a n ti- w om an ’ are
“ People say that
to even fathom, let
I'm
anti-wom en, or
THE SAM E PEO PLE THAT
alone leave people
anti- gay.
People
VOTED FOR
in stitches.
that say I’m 'anti
Today's
most
women’ are the
C linton .. .99
‘‘ c o n t r o v e r s i a l "
same people that
comics won’t even
voted for Clinton,
consider
joking
because he vo te d
about AIDS, cancer,
for w om e n ’s issues.
unusual sex, politics and plenty more Here’s a guy who cheated on his
topics, to the point of hysferical wife, and did nothing but sexually
laughter.
harass women...and he’s a horrible
Norton on the other hand, won't husband, yet he’s pro woman? They
even think twice, which isjust a small protested Dice, but he was happily
portion of his comedic brilliance.
married for 13 years and he didn't
Growing up, Norton knew right cheat on his wife. I know him, I foured
away that comedy was his calling with him. This is a guy who's playing
in life.
a role on stage and if they don't think
“I was a Richard Pryor fan since I it's funny, that’s fine, but when
was a little kid. 12-years-old on, and people start judging the co n te n t
I was always funny. I would wrife and feel the need to agree with the
stories as a kid and I would like it content, I have no mercy for them,”
when we had to read them in front he said. “ I d o n't feel the need to
of fhe class, but I didn’t understand agree with co n te n t to laugh. I'm
what stand up comedy was. Then, conservative, I like Bush, but if some
in 1980, I saw Pryor on HBO and it one makes a
just clicked, ‘that's w hat I want to good Bush
d o .’ I like getting the laughs, just joke, I'll
watching the people laugh and one laugh.
guy doing the talking; I just put two
and two together." Norton said.
The 35-year-old North Brunswick,
NJ native experimented with
comedy in 1990.
"I started a t the Varsity Pub in
Sayreville, New Jersey. I had gone
to a comedy club with some friends
and they saw an ad for an
open mic night, so I said, ‘alright,
let me go up and try
it like
By Lisa Panzarielto
■'ts andEntertainmentEditor
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Norton performs a flawless set at New York City’s, The Comedy Cellar.
People think with humor, you need time when he went in the studio I
an automatic co-signing agreement went with him and I did well, and
and if you laugh, you agree, which the second time I went back with
it doesn't. People that are offended him a few months later, I did very
by humor are entirely dishonest and well and O pie’s like, “ Why d o n't
th e y’re looking to be heard and you come in once in a while, you
they don't know how to be heard. live over the river in Jersey?"
I'm all for women making the same
Once in a while turned into a
amount of money and having equal regular guest on, O & A. It was hard
status with everything, but the left has to miss Norton's hilariously dark
to stop playing the victim role.”
humor on his self hatred and other
The down-to-earth Norton, was various rants that made him a focal
introduced to Opie and Anthony, poinf for the show.
the hit radio show that was wrongly
“ People seemed to like when
taken off the air roughly two years I would come in. I didn’t talk too.
ago after the duo dared a couple to much and I don’t babble over
perform sex in a catholic church.
people, I kind of hang back and
“ He [Andrew “ Dice" Clay”] let the show happen and make my
would always talk me up to people, occasional hepatitis threat."
and he would tell these guys, Opie
No need to worry, O & A fans,
and Anthony [O&A] a b ou t me the show will be back on the air
and I thought these guys were soon. "The interest has not waned.
clicks, because I would hear People are constantly asking about
Anthony doing a Dice impres them, and constantly stopping me
sion and he was my friend, and on the street, ‘when is O & A coming
f didn’t know who O & A were, back on?’ so, it’s good to see that
and then I'm listening to them there’s a big interest. They’re going
one day and I was like, ‘these to be vicious when they come back
are some really funny dudes.’”
.on.”
He was unaware that his edgy
Since, O&A did have a fan base
humor was just the right state of in Philadelphia where many shows
mind that these two were going were aired, they may spend about
after. “ Dice kept talking about four months in the city of brotherly
me and wanted to do a call-in love, however, return to New York
with these guys, so I did it and I in full force.
stunk. I was so bad on
Recently, Norton has been
the phone. another regular guest on another
And then, show, however, this time, it's televi
sion. Tough Crowd With Colin Quinn
o n e
is one of the most original shows
on Comedy Central with stand-up
comedians casting their opinion
on current events from political to
entertainment.
"I was at the Comedy Cellar and
Colin I see every night, me him, Keith
Robinson, Patrice, Vos, Nick and
Greg all sit around all the time and
just bash eachother and talk.”
Originally, Tough Crowd was set
to be aired on NBC and called The
Colin Quinn Show. Quinn wanted to
capture fhe vibe of the comedians'
point of vTews on television; however,
it was only on for fhree episodes.
“ We knew it wasn't going to last
because it was too rough,” said
Norton. " The netw ork liked the
show, but you ca n 't have that on
network TV, but Comedy Central
liked the idea.”
Viewing the show is not like any
S ee
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THE IRRTRIX:
REUOLUT
RATED
. The M atrix

Trilogy Ends
Positively \

Revolutions
Fails Big Time

-•save .the human race,, II^Tesulfs in
Neo’s toss of sight during the most
■crucial points of trying to win The

By Jennifer Beck

StaffWriter
U From _ then on, the m ovie
goes continually down hill, the majorn 1999 a movie nir lheateis m i m m m m |d |||& tw e e § man
that revolutionized not only and machine over Zion.. .
I H movie specia: effects Ibut’.ASiiromc as it sounds, in order
ip lrica fe plot Ime^ that fo rced
to beat fhe Sentinel machines, the
the a u d ie n c e to question not inhabitants o f Zion rely on large
only the world cirourid ihc.m, but robots tnat they control with what
themselves. That movie was The looks tike the old Atari Joysticks.
■I•' I ■ In other wards, the fight over the
Wnen Larry
and Andy survival of m an tu rn ^in to a fight
Wachowski made *he er.d of The
Malt>x opon-enaed die hora fans
Let's ulso riot forget to mention
j j s I assumed there wou.a Lne a
tha1 'he robots are extremely familiar.
|e q u e , but emu ■
Oh wait, they look
they expect the
just Ske the one in
■ eti out Holly
«
the end o f Alien,
wood
ending
a much better
66 B y’ THE END OF
that
they
ra fJ v k f.
THE FILM YOU ARE JUST
ro ce vod after
Tne »act that
watching Revo
Nee could see the
WAITING FOR THE
lutions, the final *
machine
home
HOLLYWOOD E N D IN G ...9 9
movie in the tril
base even though
ogy? ’
¡1
after being injured,
The question
§j
he was blind, or the
of reality is a
||
killing off of major
good one. But
■
characters d id n ’t
the b a ttle b etw een co m p uter ihritla to ll;
,-<v
programs goes a litrlo tor. far A: ■ There were actually some cheers
you go along in the trilogy, the t ’.rough the- ‘hea'et when Trinity was
complex plot line of what is reality Snooted
¡¡¡jets transformed into the power I I Neither s *he much anticipated
of com puta- programs in the so- fight scene between Neo and his
called Matrix
»veil Agen* Smitn. which had .more
The fall of a g o a l movie idea Special effects than it did fighting;
1‘arled w.tn Reloaded and died ¡1 lost ot the Time it was just Neo and
jjvi'h the release of Revolution*.
Smith flying around creating large
I f As we p'c< Lip form the second waves of rhe too big to be leal rain.
jln o v ie , w e find the hero. Neo, ■ By Inc end of Ihe film you are just
■rapped in a subway station that H/ainntj for 4he Hcllywood ending,
lies between the real world and J in d o f course the hero saves his
the Matrix.
j|e o p fe , the truly unbelievable truce
j j ‘ Having nothing to do himself, B e tw e e n man and machine is
¡Ile o must wait tor hi* lole model. flprm ed. and The Matrix still stands
Morphius, and true love. Trinity, to wifr all of those programs, who were
save him, which they do. but only ¡jbken over bv Smiih suli running.
af*er a coup'e of specia* effect ■ The w hole m ovie seemed like
loaded fight sequences
a sellout fur a rrIlogy that started
■ After fhal. the *hree go to see B /Ith such promise ot being truly
too Oracle, who had to change unique and interest
her appeaiance to hide offer sup- ing 1o watch.
■»lying Neo with some information
b Reioaaea
The Oracle tells Neo what he
must do and what his future holds
But o f course, to draw out sus
pense, drive the side characters
nuts, and make the movie just a
title bit longer, he refuses to ten
an yon e anything
until he has
thought it
over

I

By Bëth Odoardo
AssistantNewsEditor

When the troops decide to spRt
up in »he ships, Neo ("the c n e ||
follows his feelings of hope and
jjpower to end this ongoing war. At
ph e same time, rhe army left behind
jpsagrees with :he actions followed
ijhrbugh by Neo and have no hope
Sri what he is capable of doing.
P
The ove struck couple, Inrilty
Band Neo, make their wav to ‘ he
Ijo rb id d e n land of the machines.
¡»Imost impossible to get to, Neo’s
j|e w ly developed powers push their
¡p a y through the front tines of the
machine world; but with d price
■ p pay T'i's scene amazes viewers
Sis Ihe poweib Neo now has are
jin th in ka b ie and prove that he is
indeed “the o n e C ’Ey, *■
; While Neo is working to save
his hom e a n d pursue plans th<p
Morpheus nas believed jfijfor many
years, Zion is recklessly,JgMing* gf|
machine a fler machine as thou
sands o f them break through the
outer layers of Zion. Tnose m ar nines
are so Ire like in that you do n | j
^ .d p rh d y te r
generated. The film sticks to being
as real as possible In every scene
to make It even more original in its

^ i n c e March of 1999. v:ewers
\ have anxiously hung on to see
\ J the end
trilogy of The Matrix. After the sequel
was releasee! 'ate this past summer
November gave a sense of closure for
fans of Ihis famous trilogy.
With its awesom e a ffe cts a n d
shocking plots. Matrix Revolutions has
surprised viewers in its final appear
ance in theaters. The movie gives a
great aspect of a fantasy world but
keeps the viewers on the end of their
seats with its action filled scenes.
Neo (Keanu Reeves), Morpheus
(Laurence Fishburne), and Trinity (Car
rie-Anne Moss), all returning characters
from the first two movies, uno Niobc
(Jada Pinkeft-Sfnith) from the second
movie, along with their home of
Zion, are on a ouest to end Ihe
war between humans and machines.
Living in fear for m any years, the
people of Zion have taken an initiative
to save the only human based society
As Neo approaches the head
left. With the Zion infantry absent in
the first two movies. Matrix Revolutions S>f the machines, he convinces h.m
shows unthinkable technology to fight that Smitn will rum both worlas if he is
with in the war.
nol stopped. The view of a world so
While Neqfjbs in a coma, he finds futuristic and impossible is enlarged
himself stuck b e tw ee n worlds, the m m m b b b b h b h m h b b b
Matrix and the real wona On a quest gives an amazing aspecT or whal a
to find him, Tririp j and Morpheus do
the necessary iosks. such as visaing fflriis, Neo is able to compromise w'rh
the Oracle and Ihe Trenchmen to i this machine wprJd going info *hc
find Neo. Oncè Neo b found, the war Matrix and fac!ng tiis opposite, but
begins with the m a c N r^ v/ 4 ^ ; * ‘ *•.*:!
Not only does the crew take place
Tne scene gives dwesome
in saving Zion in the war. bul many graphics wriere fhe fighring occu's
new and old faces hove been reintro H i the heights of the sky coming
duced when they volunleer to aid ’he down to a crater lr ihe earth; A i
military of Zion as civilians. Viewers that point the possibility of a victory
are shocked by who takes placé in 'Id fS ib is slim to none. But always,
fighting these kf|§§É machines.
■ ■ Neo figh's back with every breath
While Zion prepares, Neo finds that he takes and powers over Smith.
his rival. Smith {Hugo WeoUrta ft has , finally overcoming his arch enemy
begun to take pverfbe- Matrix and the
The end o f the war has come,
real world. Having the ability to copy and b d n 1he machines and the
himseSt^mlib’s owndrmy humans have stopped fhe fighting
~
stronger and : in Bon. Neo has lived up to his
ffiore p ow erful expectations and proved Ns powers
by the second. ' to be unstoppable in any situation,
Smith finds his But hii'pow ers must co m e tp an
w ay into the , end.
real world
With incredible action scenes
and tam  and ihe repeated tidbits that come
pers with about from the previous two movies.
JQ |
v
the plans Matrix RevokJmns proves to those
of
the die h a rd fans that fhe best is saved
,
crew to for last. As a crazy fan of The Matrix
movies, i would g o see fh # movie
seven days in? a row i t } h a d th e
time. Only true fans can appreciate
the movie and the result of a long
awaited end.

©
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This W eek in Entertainment

i f

1

1 lo w old a re y o u n o w f

Thursday,November 20

Sunday, November 23

Robert F. Kennedy 1925
Richard Dawson 1932
Veronica Hamel 1943
Bo Derek 1956
Sean Young 1959

Harpo Marx 1888
Ellen Drew 1915
Brad King 1917
Vera C am i 1917
Shel Silverstein 1932

Friday, November 21

Monday, November 24

William Beaum ont 1785
Vivian Blaine 1925
Goldie Hawn 1945
Troy Aikman 1966
Ken Griffey Jr. 1969

Scott Joplin 1868
Dale Carnegie 1888
Kirby Grant 1911
Billy Connolly 1942
C had Taylor 1970

Saturday, November 22

TV
voice of the mother on The Jetsons,
n g le to n , d ie d a t a g e 9 5 from
ops from a stroke. Singleton was'
fa m e d fo r b rin g in g the com ic srip,
life.
Blondi(

Movies
The King of Pop is m d h ta jJ v M ilin e s in
a negative light again. /v fM M O L r k s o n ’s
Neverland ranch was raidie n jH H H H fccito rs
a fte r a 12- y e a r- o ld J m H H H H & o n
sexually abused him.

Tuesday, November 25

Know ,someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? W hat else says “Happy
Birthday (on a very limited budget) better than getting your friend’s name in the
paper? Email montarfs@yahoo.com with the birthday kids full name and year of
birth a t least' a week before the date and let them know you eally care. Even
though you may be really poor. .

Actress, N ic o le Kidman sn ag ge d the
C areer Achievement A w a rd on Friday at
the 18th annual Am erican Cinematheque
Awards.-Her friend, Adrien Brody presented
the aw ard to her.

Com,

Panzanelle) from cnn.com

Ticket O rder Form

“N ig

UNIVERSITY

▼

Music

Joe DiM aggio 1914
John Larroquette 1947
Am y Grant ,1960
John F. Kennedy Jr. 1960
Christina A p p le g a te 1971
■Toni Triola 1983

Rodney Dangerfield 1921
Ja co b Cohen 1922
Billie Jean King 1943
Jamie Lee Curtis 1958
Boris Becker 1967

NewJersey Devils vs, Ottawa Senate
January 13,2004 - 7:30 PM.

Sponsored by the
MSU Âlumni Association

Mali Orders: Complete this form and send with check or

money order payable to Hie New Jersey Devils.
Mail to:

Devils/MSU Ticket Offer

P.0, Box 7504

;
East Rutherford, NJ 07073
Mene
Address

Graduation Yr

il

....

City____

New Jersey Devils

Ottawa Senators

► Tuesday, January 13,2004 - 7:30 PM.
Continental AirlinesArena

State

Zip

Daytime
E-mail

•

■

Ticket Information

/

I
“V & V P I
I w
l v
’ x m *t
J l ^ l ^ l l d P P e e : $ ' 2.00
Order Total: $ ______

Box O ffice Price $52 - S econd Level S eating
m m am m s!

An Exceptional

J

GOTO
Value &
Houday Gift idea
! - www.fiJdevifetlcketprografns.com

OFFER CODE msu
G reat S ports Entertainment for the whole Fam ily !

MSUStudents &Alumni Invited! Have FunTogether!
Proceeds From Tickets Purchased Directly Benefit the
M SU Alum ni Association.

MaiMn amt Online orders must be received by December 18.
Tickets are assigned on a first-come, first-served baste, best
available, subject to 152 seat availability. All orders received by
December 18 are mailed. No refunds or exchanges on tickets
purchased. Offer not valid on previously purchased tickets and
applies only to toe game listed above,
Devils Group Sales (201} 935-6050.
msu

Arts & Entertainment

www.themontclarion.org
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C o n c e rt €r T h e a te r C a le n d a r
...

.......
A N I D IF R A N C O
B E A C O N THEATERS

M A N IT O B A
BOW ERY B A L L R O O M

KORN
HAMMERSTEIN B A L L R O O M

SAVES THE DA Y
R O S ELAN D B A L L R O O M

D JO H N MA YER
M A D IS O N SQ U AR E G A R D E N

R A N C ID
R O SELAN D

THE SC HEM A TIC S
KNITTING FACTORY

KNITTINC f a c t o r y
JA N EA N E G A R A FA LO
WEBSTER HALL

ART ALEXAKIS
B.B. K IN G 'S BLUES CLUB
JA Y -Z
M A D IS O N SQ U AR E G A R D E N

RUFUS W A IN W R IG H T
T O W N HALL
A R M O R FOR SLEEP
’ C .B .G .B .

A lb u m R eleases

M o v ie R eleases

Rock: Korn- Take A Look In The Mirror
M eta I:Slayer- Soundtrack To The Apocolypse
Pop: Ryan Adam s -Love Is Hell
Rap: Missy Elliott- 77i/s Is Not a Test

DR. SUESS' THE CAT IN THE HAT - DIR B O
W E L C H . M IKE MEYERS, D A K O T A F A N N IN G .A L E C
B A L D W IN

GOTHIKA-

M O ST PRECIOUS B LO O D

DEFTONES
H AM M ERSTEIN B A L L R O O M

DIR: MATH IEW KASSOVITZ. HALLE BERRY,

PENELOPE CRUZ,ROBERT D O W N E Y JR.

Tiaeriilv only lists events for th a t w eek (from the Thursday w e c o m e out to the following W ednesday}. For your event to g e t
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e co m e out.
'
. ,
.
Be sure to include the nam e of the event (w ho’s perform ing) where it’s being neld, a n d the e xa ct d a te it s happening.
Send all inform ation to the following e-mail address:

m ontarts@ yahoo.com
V.

D o n 't

b e le f t in t h e d a r k

WHEN YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE.
There are 250,000 ways to pay for

Tupac Resurrection:
Words of An Icon
By Jason Hortillas

OpinionEditor

college w ith our Scholarship Channel.
Icon is a word most commonly
associated to an elite, select group
of individuals who have surpassed
fhe mere 15 minufes of fame. The
initial quarter of an hour blossoms into
a lifetime of memorable moments,
and the vivid picture is retained
amongst our everyday lives. Moving
outside of genre an icon appeals to
anyone on the strength of charisma,
the intangibles that no Hollywood
producer or major label executive
can manufacture. Tupac Shakur has
definitely achieved this status and
unlike other icons of the ‘90s, he did
so in various media markets.
The undisputed icon of our gen
eration, Tupac Shakur returns to the
silver screen, but this time, his life
story is the title ch a ra cte r in the
documentary, Tupac Resurection.
Obviously, many have come forward
to exploit his life for a dollar but
with mother Afeni Shakur executive
producing the film, the very idea of
using his own words to narrate does
justice in honoring his memory.
The two-hour film, surprisingly
covers his life quite well, where every
topic from childhood to jail to his
record and movie career were men
tioned. Like Shakur’s hypnotic vocals,
on d track, he is the tour guide into
his mind, where his words give you an
understanding that even the visuals
can not give. Not to take anything

away from the footage, where you
can see him dancing with Digitial
Underground and then later see the
various MTV interviews circa his court
conviction, a picture does hold a
thousand words.
From the title sequence, an eerie
aura of the Vegas skyline, the loca
tion of his shooting, is lead by Shakur’s
voice, speaking upon his death like
a ghost looking at a lifeless body,
looking back at his life. The vision he
saw of his death, mysteriously com
mences the film with a bang, giving
the audience definite affirmation
that this is no other documentary,
this is ‘Pac.
There is a ’heart in this documen
tary, where usually an overly newsy
slant to the genre of films give. The
soundtrack and commentary are
intertwined giving way to the visual
story on screen. Unlike other hip-hop
documentaries, and mind you there
are a plethora of them , no one
has reached the caliber to make
it to a big budget Hollywood film.
Only someone like Shakur could be
capable of reaching this feat.
For the Shakur fanatic, there are
a great deal of past interviews that
have been repeatedly shown, i.e.
the interview a t 17 and the MTV
Tabitha Soren interview. However,
the younger fans unable to see
these video clips can get a glimpse
of them in the film /
The progression from boy to man
is best expressed as he stated that
SEE "TUPAC" ON p

14
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Class One Concert
Rock Student Center
By Doreen Campbell

StaffWriter
Last Friday, Class One Concerts
held a truly amazing hardcore show
in the Student Center Ballrooms
featuring some of the best leading
acts in the genre, getting the
a tte n tio n of fans not only from
Monfclair State, but a large turnout
of people from all over New Jersey
and beyond.
The Bled kicked off the three
headlining bands, with a mix of
obscure rock and roll mixed up with
their sub genre version of hardcore.
Af points I found this band to be
extremely catchy,They almost have
a hipsteresque quality to them.
Their debut album, Pass the Flask is
receiving such rave reviews.
There is no mentioning that the
highlight of the night was Daughters,
who have a catalogue of 30 second
songs that make up for what they
lack in length, with the lunacy, and
insanity of their sound and stage
presence.ln the audience you can
not help but notice how possessed
the lead singer is with w hat he is
doing. It seems very demanding
to the physical body to stand up
there like he did, and deliver that
glorious scream, and at the same
time manage to drool all over him
self and the audience below.
During the set a participating fan

did the robot dance to the choppy
high-pitched guitar parts interludes
with short sessions of fun drum beats,
but before I could get into it, the song
was over. The sarcasm displayed in
the band’s attitude is what makes
me love them even more. I highly
recommend picking up Daughters’
debut album featuring the ultrabrutal grind-influenced screaming
chaotic action that you would only
expect from such a band.
The headlining act Give Up the
Ghost, ex Am erican Nightmare)
surged the most energy from the
audience out of all the bands that
night. Class One Concerts' president
Kevin Dunphy seemed to be one of
the most energetic people in the
crowd during the set. Of the many
things that stand out for this band
the Singer Wes Fisold's lyrics are one
of the first things that come to mind.
I find them sarcastically beautiful
and honest.
Give Up the Ghost has a unique
sound and can be seen as a very
fresh a sp e ct of h a rdcore music
today. Their latest album is appro
priately titled, W e’re Down Until
We're Underground. The crowd,
sound, energy, and enthusiasm of
all the bands that performed were
amazing.
Class One Concerts did an
impeccable job with organizing and
promoting this show, and look for
ward to other events in the future.

www.themontclarion.prg

Norton
C o n tin u e d from p. 10

other. Norton and Quinn spend a
decent amount of time just poking
fun at each other, all in good fun, of
course. “That’s how we talk to each
other, you know, ‘shut up, stupid.’
That’s really how we talk to each
other all the time. I love that transla
tion on the air and if people don't
get it, too bad.”
It's a good thing that NBC didn’t
pick up on the show, because Nor
ton’s view of syndicated television
isn’t exactly flattering.
“ They’re all brutal, th e y're dll
awful. It's all soft. They’re made for
semi literate nine to fivers. It’s really
brutal, ft's embarrassing. Flow can
you pass that off as funny? The little
wacky seven-year-old who talks like
he's 30, no one’s laughing at that.
It's horrendous.”
When Norton is not making fun of
Quinn’s frequent tendency to tangle
his words, he’s on tour in support of
his latest comedic performance in
which he m ade a CD for. Yellow
Discipline, which is not sold in stores,
was taped at the Stress Factory last
year.
It includes his tracks on his most
hated actresses, his self-hatred ramblings, and other vulgar, yet hysteri
cal phrases that are too funny for
words. Fie played three consecutive
shows again this year, which I had
the distinct honor to attend, that
were just as genius as his previous
tour.
Norton has starred in films, as well
as television. Fie played the “angry
truck driver” in Spider-Man, as well

as independent films such as Side
splitters, The Gynecologists, White
Chick Inc. and Rock Bottom.
Flate mail is a friend to the come
dian, which he has gotten many
times. “I get hate mail all the time.
You know, ‘you’re a racist, you're
a sexist, or your AIDS jokes aren't
funny.' “Some guy e-mailed me
recently fropn Boston, and he was
going with his sons to see me, and
he was saying how much he didn't
like me, and he was like, ‘I have
cancer, but I’m sure you'll find that
hilarious.’ " I was going to write him
back, ‘you’re right, I do,’ but it was
almost too easy, so I wrote him back
a very nice letter, ‘look, if you don’t
like it, don’t com e,'shut your face,
stupid, don’t go!” .
Norton is here to stay, whether
you like it or not. FHis humor is the
epitome of what everyone is think
ing, but too afraid to say, which is
why he has the moxie to challenge'
all the other comedians who are too
dry for laughs.
Norton gets the laughs even while
making a sex parody or uncontrol
lably laughing a b o u t a crippled
woman.
Fle’s a master of politically incor
rectness and will you make you
laugh so hard, your lungs will hurt
for days.
If Norton offends you then don’t
listen to him, plain and simple. His
humor is not for the weak willed,
which is why he is a huge breath of
fresh air to stand-up comedy.

Tupac
C o n tin u e d fro m p. 13

In all, a must see, especially for a
a person's life should be jud g e d
from beginning to end. The exact Shakur enthusiast, as well as for the
quotation is said more eloquently. non-enthusiast where being drawn
And even in the vernacular, Shakur’s in, is as simple as a worm on a hook.
The movie
quotations
makes
would be
you
yearn
utilized
for more,
more than
somehow
Al Pachino
becoming
in
Scara
moti
face. On
vational
t
h
e
allegory to
strength
becoming
that
it
more util
c o m e s
itarian. In
from
the
his 25 short
mouth of
years, he
the
man
did more
instead of
than most
a script, the
of
us
a u r a
would do
around him
in a life
makes it so
time. It is
magical.
the story
In
an
of
motiediting
vation,
standpoint,
where
the device
Shakur is
of floating
the muse
quotato
our
tions, and
potential.
transition
If
there
ing frozen
were any
frames of
W W W .TW TR .8M .C O M
p h o to g ra 
Tupac Shakur’s voice fittingly narrates this other way
t
o
phy, both
documentary on his life.
d e s c rib e
home and
i c o n ,
profes
influence
sional,
show each facial expression in a would be on top of the list. With
convincing way. There is movement this movie in theaters, a new gen
throughout the entire film, like a music, eration will succumb to the influ
video where boredom -is scarcely ence, solidifying the title of Tupac
Shakur - icon.
found, while following the movie.

North Jersey Center For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

EGG DONORS NEED ED!!!

THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $7000.00.

For more inform ation on our egg donor program call

(973) 470-0303
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013

TELEPHONE ( 73) 4704)303

FAX' “ 973-916-0488
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Students See Events at NO CHARG
(covered through Performing Arts Fee)

Department of Music

M SU Art Gallery

New International Concert Series

Earth, Sand and Water:
The Garden State As Art Material

Join us for the Department of Music's new concert series featuring the
acclaimed artists of Newband, Concerto Köln, the Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra with Edgar Meyer, and'San Jose Taiko.
Also, come to the International Piano Series and hear pianists from
around the world, including Tellef Juva (Norway), Nada Maria Loutfi
(Lebanon), Reynaldo Reyes (Philippines) and Bruce Brubaker (USA).
All artists will offer master classes in addition to performing.
We invite you to listen.

See www.musicmontclair.com for a complete listing of events.

Department of Theatre
and Dance
Bat Boy
A witty and compelling Off -Broadway hit, this rock musical is the
story of a mutant boy discovered in a West Virginia cave, and his
search for love and acceptance.
By K. Farley, B. Fleming, L. O’Keefe
Directed by Tim Herman

November 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22 at 8 pm
November 16 at 2 pm, November 21 at 1 pm
Memorial Auditorium

TheatreFest/Great Events
TheatreFest is pleased to present a new, year-round calendar of events
that includes the new Conversations Series, Great Events, TheatreFest
Regional Play Festival, and TheatreFest for Kids.
Coming soon: In January, the Alumni Dance Festival will feature a
number of professional MSU alumiii-affiliated dance groups. All
artists will offer master classes in addition to performing.

Call 973-655-7071 to inquire about
internships and programs.

A site specific environmental installation exhibit,
featuring three New Jersey artists who utilize natural materials
indigenous to the state of New Jersey.
Nisha Drinkard, Ginger Andro, Chuck Glicksman,
Installation-Multimedia Artists
November 3 through December 20

The A rt Galleries, Life Hall
(next to Memorial Auditorium)
Hours: Monday-Triday 10am to 5 pm,
Saturday 11am to 4pm
Reception: November 21, 6pm to 8 pm

Need to Know
The Body Talks: The Body Project
A concert of original texts and choreography exploring
body image, beauty, and aging.
Tunnel Vision Writers’ Project, Inc. and Freespace Dance
with guest dancer and choreographer, Alexandra Beller

M S U Dance Theatre
November 21, 7:30 pm
Talk back and reception follow performance
November 22, 7:30 pm

M O N T C L A IR
STATE
U N IVER SITY

Call The Box Office NOV
973.655.5112 • Seats Are L
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SKuity

SKULLVS MOMMA
SO STUPID, IT
TAKES HER TW O
HOURS TO WATCH
6 0 M INUTES.

SKULLVS MOMMA
SO FAT, WHEN
SHE SITS AROUND
THE HOUSE. SHE
SITS AROUND THE
HOUSE.

SKULLVS MOMMA
SO BALD. YOU
CAN SEE W H A T'S
ON HER M IND.

SKULLVS MOMMA'S
©LASSES SO THICK,
SHE CAN SEE
INTO THE FUTURE.

SKULLVS MOMMA
SO SHORT, SHE
MODELS FOR
TROPHIES.

SKULLVS MOMMA
SO POOR.
BURGLARS BREAK
INTO HER HOUSE

SKULLVS MOMMA
SO UGLY. PEOPLE
GO AS HER ON
HALLOWEEN.

SKULLVS MOMMA
SO OLD, W HEN I
TOLD HER TO ACT
HER AGE. SHE DIED

by

W IL L IA M
M O RTO N
©MMI

AND LEAVE MONEY.

“ M a y b e th e a n s w e r is to s to p s e llin g
c h a in s a w s in T e x a s ."

www.m ortco.Q2it.com # 1 0 7

w elco m e t o mkc

SPORTS L A S T N IS M T ’
<3A A le W OULD H AVE BEEN
A BORIS IF IT W A S N 'T
F O R TH E A N T IC S O F
O N E FA N . V

“ E x c u s e m e , M s. K r a b b le r ... b u t c a n I p le a s e b e
tra n s fe rre d o v e r to th e S c h o o l o f R o c k ? ”

IN 8 L I2 Z A R P LIKE CONPITIONS, T H IS F
LEAP THE CROWP ALL MIGHT ANP EXPOSEP
HIM SELF TO THE HARSH ELEMENTS

BY BIUY O'KEEFE
r o COMBAT MV LONELINESS
ME DECIDED TO GET
___*
* p e t . s o ... c m
?ET, PLEASE. —

THIS IS A SANDWICH
SHOP/ I SELL SANDWICHES//

I o n e s t o r e d o w im
TO COMBAT MV \
LONELINESS, IME —
DECIDED TO GET A PET

AWW, YOU POOR THING.
WELL HOW ABOUT SOME
FISH? THEY'RE RELAXING.

WWW.MRBILiy.COM

TD LIKE SOMETHING I
COULD TALK TO, THOUGH.

BUT THEY DON'T TALK1
BACX... UNLESS...// /

rOH, VOU CAN

/ aww , y o u ^
POOR THING.

talk : t o f is h /

DEF0T

Cartoons

w w w.them ontclarion.org
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ADVENTURES
OF

mm
&y

W ILLIA M
M O RTO N
©MMIII
t a r n is h .

“Our clientele is usually limited to scruffy old
infantrymen ... Kind of nice to see a fly
boy for a change!”

mortco@mind spring.com

Crossword
ACROSS
1 D e fic ie n c y
5 B o v in e b u n ch
9 Bochco TV
d ra m a
14 Ja i
15 R e e b o k rival
16 S k ip th e big
w e d d in g
17 T o ta lly a b s o rb e d
18 O ffe re d up
20 Raps
2 2 D a ily P la n e t
re p o rte r
2 3 C IA fo re ru n n e r
2 4 P a in te r Frans
2 6 L P fla w
2 8 S a lu ta tio n
3 2 E p is o d ic T V
show
3 6 M e rit
3 7 “C h e e rs ” b a rfly
3 9 S u it fa b ric
4 0 W in te r fa ll
41 H e a rtb re a k
4 3 E p ic ta le
4 4 K h a rto u m ’s
c o u n try
4 6 F re s h w a te r
duck

1 2;3 % 5 6 7 * 9 10 1 12 13
16
15
14
1
19
17
1
23
21:? ■ 22
20
24 “ ■ 2<t; 27
34
35
33
28 29 30
1
■
1 39
38 B
36
37
40
11
i ï„
44
g ■49 1 50 I51
48
52 ■53 ■ 54
55 56 57 58 59 B 60. 6! 62 63
66 5
64 65
¡69
68
p
71
Ii
1

4 8 M e t o ffe rin g s
5 0 M ille t p a in tin g ,
w ith “T h e ”
5 2 W rite on m e ta l
5 4 S h a k e r fill
5 5 Pub. h o n c h o s
5 8 Pool s tic ks
6 0 B ru te s
6 4 D e s s e rt c h o ic e
6 7 E n tic e m e n t
6 8 A s su ch
6 9 H e n n in g of
m a g ic
7 0 S u c c o ta s h b e a n
71 O ly m p ia n
s w im m e r M a rk
7 2 T e n n is d iv is io n s
7 3 Id y llic g a rd e n
DOWN
E scapade
A ld a o r A rkin
G u ita r g a d g e t
C o o k in g
e q u ip m e n t
5 B o th e rin g
6 O n e o f th e
G a b o rs

1
2
3
4

7 B o g ie in
“C a s a b la n c a ”
8 A c c e p ts th e
ch a lle n g e
9 S o u th p a w s

10 Will Smith
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H n O ri
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i
3 3 a d
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0 H 1 3
l S n V
3
"1 d d V
IAI n 3
m O o 1
d s V

b io p ic
11 B o n ke rs
12 M o n k e y ’s
u n cle s
AA
13 T ie s th e kn o t
19 S q u id s q u irts
21 K ra z y K a rto o n
K a ra c te r
|3__s_n
2 5 S ty n o isd
2 7 F it to be seen
n__3__n_
2 8 P a in te r’s b a se
2 9 In cre a se d
|¥ i v o s
3 0 W e a r aw a y
31 “P e e r G y n t”
com poser
5 9 _ _ g in fiz z
4 9 S u rfa c e la ye r o f
3 3 E n ra g e d
61 S ta te d
im p u ritie s
3 4 S a m a n th a o f
6 2 D u ra tio n
51 G in g e r.
“t h e C o lle c to r”
63 L a u re l o r M usial
3 5 E lite N a vy g ro u p 53 P ays a tte n tio n
6 5 IL w in te r hrs.
3 8 D in n e rs
5 5 A c to r O m a r
6 6 O n th e o th e r
4 2 S e e d y h o te ls
5 6 P ro fo un d
hand
4 5 M is s is s ip p i c ity
5 7 N e w D e lh i w ra p

phrase Montclair State University:

3
li

TRAFFIC
COLLEGEHALL
JACOBVHUDNUT
NORMALSCHOOL
REDHAWK
MONTCLARION
CARPEDIEM
PARKING
BOHN

EXPENSIVE
CONSTRUCTION
BORING
EDUCATION
SELFISH
GREAT
FIELDHOUSE
TRAFFIC
CLUB

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL

I WILL BE TAKIN6
v o u a lo n e
SINCE MOMMV DUMPED
ME FOP SOME STUPID
PPETTV-BOV JEPKWAD
cape o f

s a il

HELLO, FISH. I'M PAUL.
I'M VOUP NEW DADDV.

FIREALARM
CLOSE
SUCKS
CAMPUS
DIVERSITY
PARTY
BROUHAHA
HOME

w w .mrbiuv .com

o
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Picking Up New Problems

DOMINIQUE W ILSON/THE MONTCLARION

| Civics is o junior.high school course given to young teens, educating Jacob V, Hudnuf rebutted his statement, questioning h|s intentions and j
i them about the process of American government. The structure of position. Keep in mind that the SGA Supreme Courftissued d decision
branches o f the government, the roles of the president and the history that unconstitutiohality was based on thé. NROTÇ obsf&ipting freedom of j
expressfon, which Ts instituted under the!SGA!Btll of R ig|i||
of this country’s formation are introduced.
W hat ..importance does the constitution:, specifically the SGA
To the lazy educator, instructional videos like Schoolhouse Rock
constitution,
hold? If is-lhe single document That s o rte s a governing,
taught these ideas in song, attem pting to drift-ibis know ledge into
mold able young minds. Oneskif was solely based op'how a Bill becomes 'bady’s existenpe. À constitution appies.hflndty acrpi||fhe .board. With i
a Law..Sitting on the steps of Capitol Hilt was a rolled up piece o f paper this sard! any government is only as good gsiheir conijputton:.
>As ChieTJustice_Of thé S G A ^ fe è th ^ C ^ f WotiéfcB h sfafed,fhe [
nam ed Bill, yyho wqs waiting ’fût the day h eb ecg -rm ji ta w .’.Thecartoon j
commencés with faces of- tegislators ygckingan qndon, fighting on Why - ruling regarding NRÊ>fC a p p lé fto J lg t btipndtihat b ^ b n e ? $ é in g ’that' I
the ruling was based on the SGA’s constitution, Ethi&: stating that the
or why not ifib bill should b e passed or 'not. ',
Fast forw ard’to college, Montclair State University to be ' specific, SGA’s constitution applies selectively. Ot whot weight doeéa uniiaferaf appftedcoratitution h a v e !it only
and w hat Scfidofoouse Rock fails to mention is if i# im portance‘Of 1be
applies
selectively? The Supreme Court Of the SGA cannot say that their
Supreme Court. The main checks and balances by tire judicial system
to the legislature iswhen an unconstitutional, decision is m ade in regards Tullrig gn NROTQt. a ruling based, on their constitution, only applies §rf
one specific caseW hen that constitution hefc precedence over every
to a pàrticutdr b®.
The judiciary ,branch creates iowas wefl, For example, abortion was JjrphCh, it a!sp.O jppites^'^ery member and Class IV organization as
undèr:jhe;$G ^i¥hhe'S pA ’s constitution is only associated on an
previous^ considered illegal .until the Federal Supreme Court changed
individual
basis and nof1h a t instances, the constitution is filled with
the law, making it possible on io n , 22, 1273. As o' résuif the ruling set
hypocrisy
gnd
is not worth the inkif wds wrtifehaph, .'
precedence gnd was applied across the boardr
.{,
$
0
,tw
îs
®
^
à t tbihsl ¿orp^s tgifîiàonclusion - If tippRO TC obviously
As a result, fbe sjikfaQfi
from Schoolhouse
to
Don’t Tell” policy which discriminates
it undermines the ru lesf|||| i^ f r ^ / o u t
homosexyqlddmiWpncé,' does Greek L îfé ^ p ^ é e h trd n c e ' pefeed on
orgênîzafiohfe basedpC tps cpbfdtfy titled, 'ÀuncphÿftiUÉ3ndt.^
The Naval Reserve Officer Training Cam p fNROTCj which initie# was gender gs well? then, there are exgepfioh& The fine print here, which
passed as a n endorsement bill, was later ruled as unconstitutional by the Machid explains, is if unconstifutioncti pertains to one organization, then
SCA Supreme-Court O nce again,, the topjê o f the-NRO|C is brought up 'there is a ,prec#dehde''$^fm ^ ards all SGA organizations including Class
more tim el than Wellness Ed does with bihge drinkipg, fh e battle ensues IV's. And again the cycle af this debate will oe rehashed more than the
as SGA Treasurer Derek MaccW a pubiiciy,,$boWs ?i§ .disagreement with woidJjngomftiutiona! has been mentrqne’ri in this edrlonal The debate
fbe decision m ade by the S u ^ p m a C o u ftw tW # p f|# m p h o s is o n > # Y ) ; ^hi^Uld & w c e d fe " d h d ’be silent like drafter to the NROTC bill Orlando
discriminatory organization cannot be endorsed. Class IV organizations, "-Cabreras,, ironically so. In all, the .best thing to do nçw is to |p |jla te
I which are Fraternities and Soronties, allow members on □ gender basis the latest Quentin Tarantino film and “Kflt {the} Bin.” And yes, the pun
therefore are unconstitutional in M acchia’s statement SGA President •was intended. -J

The Voice of Montclair State University
How do you feel about the constant fire alarms
at the Village?
“W a k in g up a t 4 a.m. to an

“C ontinually having to d eal with

“W h a t was the point to moving

alarm is ridiculous. It makes me

these a larm s is a hassle th a t

into the Village w hen you cant

w a n t to move out because o f

sh o uld n ’t b e in a b ra n d n e w

eveS cook the w a y you w an t

this nonsense."

facility." r.

to?"

.

C olleen Durham , /¡nguistiics,

A d rie n L a ila, business, '

O scar M e jia , ju stice studies,

firs t y e a r

fifth y e a r

fou rth y e a r

What do you
think about
the present
SGA
situation?
C all 973-655 -5241 or em ail
M ontOpinìon©yahoò.com
to respond
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Viewpoint

Testing the Freedom
Of Speech

Weapons o f Mass
Confusion

Howard Stern's Right to Shock

Questioning the Intentions o f War

You may not like this man; then
What is important is that these
Last year I spent a great amount reported yesterday that the CIA had
again you may like him. You might 400, and thousands before them, of time and energy promoting a pre issued a top-secret report from Iraq,
feel at times that you would like to have done this for all of us and that is emptive attack against the regime endorsed by Paul Bremer, warning
punch him in the nose; and
what America, free speech of a proven maniac.
that growing numbers of
then again, you may want
and the U.S. Constitution,
It is true that he was a
Iraqis are concluding that
to marry him.
is all about.
m aniac, but the reasons
the U.S. can be defeated
You may want him cen
The average Stern and that I gave for launching a
and are supporting the
sored, but then, if you
Flynt hater doesn't recog unprecedented pre-emp
insurgents.
What hap
think more a b o u t it, you
nize the sacrifices m ade tive invasion have so far
pened to the sunny days
know that is never going to
so that they can continue been proven to be wrong.
of cooperative reconstruc
happen.
to protest and becom e The alleged w eapons of
tion that the President fore
The man I am speaking
involved in politics or to be mass destruction that Presi
casted? Besides the sickenof is the self proclaim ed
able to write an article like dent Bush, Donald Rumsfeld
ingly high toll jn lives that the
“ King of All M edia” (even
this.
and the rest of the admin
war has taken, think about
though he really, really is)
Larry Flynt spent time istration said were in Iraq,
the billions of dollars being
Howard Stern. And why
in jail, and Howard Stern so far haven’t been found.
wasted.
wouldn't you want him off
has been and continually So the question is, was Iraq
The President asked for
the air?
is fined by the FCC for incredible really a threat at all? In the long $87 billion for Iraq to sustain our
He’s lewd; he's crude; he's rude amounts of money that far exceed run, m aybe, but it doesn't seem soldiers and to help fund the rebuild
and he is disgusting; however he is the amounts each of us have paid that it was in any position to be an ing of Iraq. Obviously the money
a walking, breathing poster-child for for our college education. | |
imminent threat.
is needed, but with a $500 billion
your right to free speech.
The problem with the enemies of
To date, over 165 soldiers have deficit predicted for next year, how
Every single episode of his radio Stern and Flynt and all of their prede died since President Bush declared can the administration justify giving
show exhibits a
cessors is they are major hostilities in
such a large gift?
new w ay for him
all either too liberal Iraq over, and by
The Iraqi’s are
66 A m e r ic a w a s built
to upset a group
66 ...W a s I r a q r eally
when it comes to the time you read
sitting on one of
of people or orga
how “ offensive” this column, that
the largest oil
ON THE PRECEPT THAT
A THREAT AT ALL? I n
nizations, and the
he can be (per number will most
reserves in the
ALL OF US HAVE A
Federal Communi
haps they never l i k e l y
have
THE LONG RUN, MAYBE,
world, worth hun
cations Commis
ever said anything increased.
dreds of billions of
RIGHT TO SAY WHAT WE
BUT IT DOESN’T SEEM
sion (FCC) has him
offensive about
A
Coalition
dollars, they can
on their 10 most
FEEL, WHETHER WE ARE
anyone in thqir s p o k e s w o m a n
THAT IT WAS IN ANY
afford to repay
w anted list. They
lives!) Or too con stated that attacks
the United States
RIGHT OR WRONG WITH
POSITION TO BE AN IMMall a tte m p te d to
servative when it on Allied forces
when the pum p
have him thrown
comes to the con number between
OUT FEAR... 9 9
ing is backup and
ENENT THREAT. 9 9
o ff the air. As of
tent of his show.
30 and 35 a day,
running at normal
today
their
I admit some not all attacks
levels.
attempts
have
of the material he being fatal.
The New York
failed. Believe it or not this is very uses is just plain wrong;isut he has
The Chief Coalition administrator Times reported a little known story
good news for all of us.
the right to do it, and I simply just in Iraq, Paul Bremer, stated that in that said it had received information
Mr. Stern, like Larry Flynt, believes switch the channel or station.
the months to come the occupation that there were last minute pleas
in the Constitution of this country,
I cannot, for the life of me, under w ould be even harder and th a t by the Iraqi government to avoid
and they have dedicated their lives stand why others don't just do the violence would increase. He added war.
and careers upholding the very basic same.
that, “ Unless our intelligence gets
The report states that, an agent
foundation of it: The Right to Free
better, w e’re going to have a prob speaking on behalf of Saddam's
Speech and Expression.
lem.”
The Philadelphia Inquirer Regime was sent to negotiate a deal
"STERN" P.20
America is not about censorship.
th a t w ould prevent an invasion,
America is not about manipulating
he was instructed to make a deal
o n e ’s right to say w ha t he feels.
at almost any cost, the CIA agent
America was built on the precept
-cnete A te w & ti&js
told the Iraqi “ We’ll see you in Bagh
that all of us have a right to say what
dad."
we feel, w hether we are right or
Tô m î & h î W e i * # # o t v t> t
We’ll be ‘seeing them in Bagh
wrong without fear of recrimination.
dad' for a while. For years the security
Q & o t b i $ u5rt #
Let me be perfectly clear about
of Iraq will be the responsibility of the
r f q Ç 'tn é '
this one point: I think Howard Stern,
United States. A democratic govern
and the rest of the people on his
ment will need to be guaranteed by
5 T a ^ î ; ,t ^
^ rH é oM H
show are rude and at times disgust
the United States so it doesn’t wind
ing. But, they are also Americans and
up being another breeding ground
have a right to their own opinions
for terrorism, like Afghanistan.
and to say and do what they feel,
Until, the w eapons of mass
provided their actions do not harm
destruction remain “missing" in Iraq,
others.
the w ar th a t was w a g e d served
It is as simple as that. America
no purpose other than to drain the
is not easy. You have to want to be
tax dollars out of America and to
an American and you have to want
ensure another source of cheap oil
to defend its precious of freedoms.
for America.
Four hundred of our soldiers, sailors
éss>
and marines have made the ultimate
sacrifice in Iraq doing just that on
behalf of all of us.
Howard Stern and even Larty
Flynt appreciate and understand the
meaning of sacrifice in defending
M ichael M cPhee, a political science
our freedom, but I fear that not many
major, is in his first y ea r as Treasurer
of you do.
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STATISTIC OF THE WEEK:

24

The Day of Telephone Convenience
Now You Can Transfer Your Home Num ber To Cellular on Nov. 24
Rodents of the rat race are lacing d e v il’s cousin is a backlash th a t
up their Air Jordans. Nov.
is slowly gaining speed. In
24 will be the d ay when
the advent of the switch,
instead of staying grounded
the bombardment of tele
to business or home tele
phone com panies trying
phone lines, cell phones
to make up for lost custom
can carry main telephone
ers and h a pp y go lucky
numbers. Even in a down
lies about discounted mer
ward economy, the rat
chandise can pile up in a
race is in no way slowing
voicemail inbox. Fortunately
down, as a former hassle
for now, cell phone num
will become a memory.
bers will not be p ublicly
The Federal Communi
listed under the yellow
cations Commission (FCC)
pages. But that is only for
gave the green light to the
now.
action, and as a result long gone
The pros and cons are quite bal
are the days when someone had to anced. It is just a matter of conve
walk indoors to answer a call. This is nience for people. For those who
nothing new because cell phones like having their main line at home,
have been instituted for quite some no worries, this will still remain.
time, yet having
For those who are
your old number is
never home, the
66 It is j u s t a m atter
a big move by the
cell phone is the
FCC. Phone com
link to that person
OF CONVENIENCE FOR
panies are sweat
with the rest of the
p e o p l e ... it ’ s AS SIMPLE
ing now, espe
world. It's as simple
cially because of
as the c h a n g e
AS THE CHANGE FROM
from rotary to
the college aged
student and the
touch tone: it’s
ROTARY TO TOUCH TONE!
supposed to make
young business
it ’ s SUPPOSED TO MAKE
man, the key audi
things easier. But
now, instead of
ence to the “ on
THINGS EASIER. $>?
leaving
your
the g o ” m ove
phone off the hook
ment.
when Sprint wants
As the nuclear
family has been shot dead by the to drop a needle near the receiver,
gun of progress, it is not surprising you can set your phone to silent.
that home phone lines are obsolete.
There are repercussions however,
on those who decide to switch to
cellular as their main form of com Jason Hortillas, an English major,
m u n ica tio n . Telem arketing. Yes, is In his first year as Opinion Editor
telemarketing, also known as the for The Montclarion.
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(about) $220,000

MSU's President Susan A. Cole's annual salary.

Stern

MANY STAieï CApT PAj fofi Hoi#»h6 ÇUcCozÇ
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m a m
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HA^ér A STAY

O f f r f M w s t UNTIL iv e CAM A f f o f Ç
r.
'Y cnTL LA5T a ' CAU.

m b ut

d ir

3-

is ! ,
- r n ilB T F W r t fK B T CA M P U S.

Perhaps they are all the prime
example of morality in the country,
and we should all think and act like
they wish.
Why is it that the extremists...the
extremely liberal and extreme con
servatives...feel they need to force
people to act like they do?
This country was founded by
people who risked their lives seek
ing to escape from such fanaticism
and control and if it came to that
where would our freedom to express
ourselves go?
That is why I am an advocate for
the Howard stern show, and while
he probably will never see this article
orever hear about it I want to thank
him for standing up for my rights.
If you find him lewd, rude, and
disgusting you can either join the

feeble attempt to rid him of his show,
or simply turn him off and listen to
something else. He has a right to his
opinion and his show.
But remember this. I have a right
to mine as well.

M ichael Valenzano, a h isto ry major,
is in his second ye a r as a
colum nist f o r T h e M o n t c l a r i o n .
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Montclarion Mailbag____________________
“Parking
M anifesto
R eloaded
Since September I have been a
new member to the Student Gov
ernment. Serving as the Director of
University Affairs, I have learned that
making the needed improvements
to our campus is much harder than
I had once thought.
Because neither the students
nor the SGA are the real decision
makers on this campus, a student
body th a t is united across a c a 
demic, social, and petty “ political"
boundaries is the only w ay for us
to have meaningful control over
the character and direction of our
campus.
On November 24 the Student
Government will be reaching out
to the student body, asking for your
input and ideas so that we can
all take action together to solve
one of our school’s worst problems:

peculiar one. Dr. Cole has said that
the school is committed to starting a
recycling program, yet we still don't
have one. Physical Plant was asked
to draw up a budget request, which
they did, but it was sent back.
Commuters and residents alike
need to realize th a t this campus
belongs to the students. By taking an
active role in improving our campus,
we will experience the sense of ow n
ership and pride that we deserve.
Consider this a call to action.
If the students of M ontclair State
do not come together to demand
a recycling program be financed
immediately, we can all just blame
ourselves.
E-mail Dr. Cole about recycling.
Come to the Nov. 24 town hall park
ing event. Help the SGA help you.
Join the student revolution.
In Solidarity,
Michael McLean
Director of University Affairs
political science

Bus Bashing

There is no shortage of problems,
but there is a shortage of solutions.
We hope this event will yield a set
I feel that the parking a t Montclair
of shat and long term solutions and
alternatives to be presented to the State University is terrible. I have
school’s administration; but more my own personal experiences with
importantly, this event is intended this issue that I feel thev need to be
to be a first step toward building addressed,
the student unity that is needed
EarlYJn the morning when I have
to ensure that these changes are an 8:30 a.m. class, it is the hardest
made.
time to find a parking spot. Everyone
Aifstudents are encouraged to * fs trying to park a t the same exact
attend the Parking & Transporta- ^me and rushing so they don't miss
tion Problems & Solutions Town Hall ^ e'r class.
t do not think that we, as students,
event this Monday at 4:00 p.m in
should have to worry about being
SC 411.
With regard to another pressing late or missing class because we are
issue on our campus, the student unable to find parking spaces.
I also believe that having metered
body has already spoken out and
parking
for students to park their cars
requested action from both the
;
is
ridiculous.
We pay a large amount
SGA and the school’s administra
of
money
to
attend this university
tion.
and
we
should
not have to pay for
Eight hundred petition signa
tures and sixteen years of ignoring parking a t our own expenses.
I feel th a t as a solution to this
state law, but still no recycling a t
Montclair State. And I mean, NO problem, the University should invest
recycling: w hatever recyclable in constructing more parking lots on
items get put in those random blue campus. This would also avoid the
bins around campus, and even the hassle of giving parking tickets and
new recycling bins at the Village students having to pay for them; and
all gets thrown in with the regular we know that most college students
do not have the money to pay for a
trash. Angry? You should be.
The state of recycling is a rather silly parking ticket.

I feel that the issues with parking
could be solved if a few things were
thought o u t and planned e ffe c 
tively.
Katie Adler
undeclared major

Waiting in
the C old
My main concern about the
Montclair system is the schedule of
the shuttle busses. Last Thursday my
roommate and I went to the Panzer
gym. It was a freezing night with
a little bit of snow. To get back to
Blanton Hall we decided to take the
shuttle.
When it finally came, we went in.
However, there were other people
who were going to the Village and
w hen they asked if the bus was
going in that direction, the driver
said “ No.”
Im agine standing in the co ld
for a half-hour, waiting for the only
transportation there is on campus,
and some c a n 't even use that. I think
this is ridiculous that the shuttle bus
can stop at Blanton but can not at
the Village.
Besides th e re w ere only tw o
shuttle buses running a t the same
time,(frbrri the words of the driver)
w hich d o esn ft m ake any sense,
when there are about 15,000 stu
dents on campus. The administration
should’ve thought about improving
transportation before they even built
the Village,
Krystsina Kupryienka
undeclared major

The “Zionism”
D ebate Pt. 3

Arabs who:
1. Continue to reject the idea
of any right of the Jews to live
p e ace fully in their own state
(Israel).
2. Rejected a remarkably
generous p e ace offer at C ap
David, did not make any coun
ter-offer, and instead began a
bloody “jihad.”
3. Embraced fanaticism and
inredentism, elevating the delib
erate murder o f innocent civil
ians to some kind o f grotesque
religious “good dead.”
Israel’s construction of a wall
between them and the Arabs
on the West Bank is simply an
attempt to survive. While a part
of me might prefer a more con
servative line of dem arcation
for the wall - I also recognize
that when one party refuses to
negotiate, they essentially put all
the control about borders in the
hands of the other party.
It also concerns me that
almost every effort a t flexibility
from Israel seems to be regarded
by the Arabs as a sign of weak-,
ness, to be exploited (whether
it be withdrawal from Lebanon,
from A rab to w n on the West
Bank, release of prisoners, etc).
Perhaps Professor A w adailah
also did not notice the recent
homicide bombing directed at
Jewish civilians arid children in
particular which derailed Ameri
c a ’s latest peace initiative.
it is hard to believe that Pro
fessor A w adailah is serious in
some of his statements - such
as describing Arafat as (demo
cratically) elected, or the great
respect this professor exhibits for
the UN (most of whose members
represent the worst of tyrannies).
But, hey-maybe that’s just me.
Sincerely,

I wanted to briefly respond to
Professor Awadallah’s letter in the
Montclarion on October 30,2003.
Professor A w adailah blames
Israel for the, spiraling violence in
the region despite overwhelming
evidence to suggest that the lion's
share o f the blam e lies with the
Palestinian Arabs. It is the Palestinian

Edward Aronow, Ph.D.
professor of psychology
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child care wanted
Babysitter w anted M ondays and
Wednesdays from approximately 6
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. for two boys, 4
1/2 and 2, in my home. Please call
A.S.A.P. if interested. Started after
the holidays. 973-771-0970________
fun-loving, experienced babysitter for
2 girls 9 & 5 tasks: school pick up,
homework, light cooking, housework
3-4 davs 3-6 p.m. 973-783-3403
Babysitter needed two or three week
day mornings for adorable baby girl
toddler, just minutes from campus.
Must play, read books and initiate
activities. Experience with babies,
references
required.
Call
973-256-0882.___________________
Needed: part-time, reliable, friendly
sitter/homework helper, 3 days per
w eek, approxim ately 3-8 p.m. on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday (or
W ednesday) in Montclair for 9
and 12 year old nice girls. Own
transportation.
Please contact
Barbara at 973-868-9246 or at
carneval@freehill.com____________
Babysitter wanted for toddler and
preschooler. Montclair. 3 hours in
late morning on Monday or Wednes
day. And/OR occasion al weekends.
$ 10 .00 per hour. Call M ary Kate
Mellow at 973-509-1443.__________

day 3 to 6:30 p.m. Drivers License
with excellent driving record and
references required. Call Tracy
973-783-1247.___________________
Babysitter needed for our adorable
8 month old son! Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday from 4-7. Start date of
December 8 or thereafter. Please
call Aimee at 212-218-2579 (day),
212-289-9844 (evening^__________
Babysitter needed, part-time in Clifton
home for 7 1 /2 month old. Experience
preferred, references and drivers
license required. Dog friendly a
must. Flexible schedule. Call Melissa
973-472-3656.___________________
Experienced babysitter/part-tim e
nanny needed for 2 year old boy in
S. Orange. 5 hours / day. 2 days
/ week. Plus 2-4 evenings / month
with 2 year old and 5 year old girl.
Nice kids. Good pay. Call Miki
973-762-8068.___________________
Pt nanny (25 hrs./week) for Mont
clair family. DL, work authorization,
exc. refs, req’d. Live out or live in.
973-744-8292.___________________
Looking for Part time childcare, 5 p.m.
- 8 p.m. Required to pick children up
rom aftercare, assist with homework,

Need reliable, caring person to drive
2 children to after school activities,
some babysitting. Monday thru Thurs-

time waiters. Day and night shifts
available. Friendly, relaxed work
atmosphere, great pay. Call Manager
at 973-509-2266._________________

prepare dinner. Must be licensed
driver - preferably have own car.
Have prior experience with children,
10 yr boy / 8 yr girl,
Theresa
973-768-2742.___________________

for rent

help wanted

Roommate wanted to share a townhouse in Inwood at G reat Notch.
Close to campus. Non-smoker pre
ferred. Reasonably priced. Call John
973-865-2910____________

The Funplex in East Hanover is hiring
Attraction Attendants, Party Hosts
& Cashiers. Requires good com
munication skills, must be friendly &
enthusiastic. Week & weekend shifts
required-Ft & Pt. Competitive Pay.
Call Kevin @ 973-428-1166._______

Glen Ridge, Furnished basement
studio close to bus and train available
now. $550 per month. Non srhoker
please. 973-743-1230.____________

Up-scale, popular, gourmet restaurant
in Montclair seeks part-time and full-
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The Sports Guy
Five Burning Questions
Say it now and say it out loud, we
are Red Hawks and we are proud.
Hey there sportlings, The Sports Guy
is all fired up as the fall sports start
to come to an end and the winter
sports begin.
We start off on a good note. The
Sports Guy would like to congratulate
the men’s soccer team on their
first ECAC Division III metro tourna
ment championship in 10 years. The
Sports
Guy
says C oach
Sentowski is
a b o u t to be
the Lombardi
of
MSU
soccer. He’s
got
these
boys playing
like
cham
pions,
and
looking
like
stars.
You
ca n ’t
stop
them,
you
ca n ’t contain
them, all you
can do is
pray.
They
win
the
championship
game
without the
Sports Guys
Soccer MVP,
Sean “Mr. Everything" Horan, without
superstar freshman defender Kevin
Burkhardt, and w ithout Bill Anthes
who was kicked in the eye against
NJCU.
These guys really showed their
heart on Saturday in the semi-final
game againsf NJCU, down by two
goals with 25 minutes to go. The
straight goals later, and NJCU was left
feeling like abused child who just
got his candy snatched away from
him. The four yellow cards and one
red ca rd m ade this ga m e into a
bloodbath and The Sports Guy gives
kudos to the Red Hawks, who are
about as physical as Martha Stewart,
for hanging in their and stealing the
game like Winona.
The football team is in the playoffs,
a fte r winning their eighth straight
game. Saturday, high noon, Sprague
field vs. The Allegheny Gators. You
cannot, The Sports Guy repeats, you
cannot afford fo miss this game. The
Sports Guy says the Red Hawks are
one of the hottest teams in the nation,
forget what you heard about Ohio
State, Montclair State is where its at.
Now the Mike Jordan of sports
reporting will answer The Five Burning
Questions facing the Red Hawks this
Saturday.

ground, and don’t expect anything
different on Saturday. Eugene "The
Quick” Vick is going to have a field
day. Expect a big game from the
Red Hawks star back. The Sports Guy
says if Vick gets at least 25 carries,
the Red Hawks should win.
3.

Will this b e a high scoring

affair?

The Sports Guy says these guys will
be scoring like Hefner in fhe pent
house. The
two teams
combined
for almost
500 points
t h i s
season,
both aver
aging well
over
20
points per
g a me.
Expect
b o t h
teams to
score
in
the
30s,
which
is
g o o d
news for
the
Red
Hawks,
who are 2
- 0 this
season
when scoring 30 or more.
4.
C an the Red Hawks defense
finally stop somebody in the fourth
quarter?

This has been an ongoing prob
lem of the Red Hawks this entire
season. They have been outscored
52 - 30 in the fourth quarter. If the
Red Hawks hope to win. The Sports
Guy says the defense has to step it
up in the final minutes of the game,
and not give the Gators any hope.
If they can do that, this game should
be an easy win. The Sports Guy
thinks that defensive coordinator,
Todd Agresta will make sure his boys
are ready for crunch time.
5.
Who will be the x-factor for
both teams?

For the Gators, field goal kicker
Aaron Polack will have to step up.
He is 9/13 this season, and has missed
eight PATs. For us, The Sports Guy
says Shaun Murray will have to have
a big game for the Red Hawks to
win. Bubba Smith has thrown for
over 2,000 yards this season, and
Gator’s receiver Brian Woods leads
the team in TDS with 10. Murray
will have to shut him down. The
Sports Guy says that Murray locks this
guy down, and makes him beg for
mercy. Red Hawks win 35 - 31.
You heard it here first, mark The
1.
Which John Digirolam o will
Sports Guys’ words. The Bonehead
show up at the gam e this Saturday ?
Last game Johnny D, had a terrible of the Week Award goes to soccer
day throwing the ball. If Red Hawks official Alan Brown who blew a call
hope to win they are gonna need and the gam e for the w o m e n ’s
the QB th a t threw five TD passes soccer team on Saturday. You aren’t
against TCNJ, not the one that was an allowed to pick up the ball outside of
abysmal eight for 27 for only 89 yards the goalie box, Alan. I hope you’re
against Rowan. The Sports Guy says happy, as your incompetence prob
that Johnny will be ready to perform ably cost them the gam e. Next
to the expectations needed. Last time. The Sports Guy says to check
time he had a bad game, he came yourself before you wreck yourself.
back and threw for 234 yards, w e ’ll Till then Alan “ Brown Nose” should
be hung up side down by his toes
need more of the same.
2.
C an MSU run the ball against and beaten by midgets!!! Go Red
Hawks!!! Til! next time, this is The
the Gators?
The answer is yes. Allegheny has Sports Guy.
allowed over 1,700 yards on the
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lo o rl/ Trivio
Question: Who holds the NFL

record for most receiving yards
in one game?
Answer to last w eek’s question:

In the 1961 season, Oscar
Robertson

averaged 30.8

points, 12.8 rebounds, and 11.4
assists per game.

Sport/ Trm o
Drama Sports
A Queer Eye for the Sports Mind
By Jose Ortiz
SportsEditor
According to a study done by
Senator Bob Dole, one in every 10
people is gay. But somehow in the
wide world of sports, we don’t have
one homosexual athlete. Hard to
believe isn’t it? Well that’s because
it probably isn’t true.
A lthough no A m erican team
sport athlete, male or female,
has ever openly come out and
announce that they were gay during
their playing careers. But can you
really blame the athletes that are
homosexual and keep it a secret?
Would you want to be heckled,
insulted, and degraded for the better
part of ten to 15 years of your
career?
So we continue to go on and
ignore the possibilities that an athlete
could possibly be sexually attracted
to the same sex. Personally, if I heard
that my favorite athlete was gay, I
can’t say that I would look at him the
same. But this is to the fault of the
society that we live in. Homosexual
ity has barely been a c c e p te d in
American life outside of the world
of sports. So to ask these athletes
who have been conditioned to look
down on homosexuality, to accept
in right in their own locker rooms is
a bit unfair, especially when its not
even accepted in our United States
Military.
Last years scoring leader and
Orlando M agic star player, Tracy
McGrady told Stuff magazine that
he believes “at least five percent of
the NBA is gay, Homo, likes to stuff as
weHras get stuffed.” But the Giant's
Jeremy Shockey says, “ gay jocks
don’t exist and shouldn’t exist in the
locker rooms of this great country of
ours.” This of course coming from the
guy who accuses coaching great. Bill
Parcells, of being a “ Homo” .
So the feel around the world of
sports seems to be a since of the old
adage, "Don’t ask, don’t tell." But
isn’t that a violation of the constitu
tion? Should gay players have to

be forced to stay in the closet that
keeps getting smaller and smaller?
Tennis greats Bill Tilden, and Mar
tina Navratilova, are the only Ameri
can athletes in history to come out
and adm it that they were homo
sexual during their careers. But in a
non-team sport, there is not as much
pressure, or fear of being outcast by
your peers. It would take a Jackie
Robinson type of figure to come out
and admit that they were gay during
their career on a team sport such as
football or basketball.
But most likely, there are only
three scenarios in which a player
would say that they were gay, during
his career. The first is that he or she
come out and admit it publicly, the
chances of that are slim to none. The
next is that the media "outs” them,
as in the case with tennis player Billie
Jean King, where she is sued by ex
lover Marilyn Barnett for "alimony."
The last and most likely of events is
that, a high school or college player
comes out before he is drafted. This
would be the more accepted way,
because the athlete would never let
on that they were straight. Would
you have passed up Jordan, if he
said he were gay? I didn’t think so.
Four-time Olympic gold medal
list, Greg Louganis who cam e out
years after career was done, and is
HIV positive. In 1988, Justin Fashanu,
a top British soccer player became
the first athlete in a team sport to
come out during his athletic career.
He later committed suicide in 1998.
Its obvious that there's a lot of
pressure on athletes to uphold the
standards of a heterosexual world
of sports, and no one is in a rush to
break that code. But until someone
has enough courage to be the first
in a major American sport, nothing
will ever change. Maybe someday,
our eyes will not be so ja d e d as
to oust a person, athlete or not,
based on their sexual orientation.
Somehow, I don’t think that will come
in either of our life times, there are
just too many Jeremy Shockeys in
the world.
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Basketball Team is Set to Defend the Crown
By Jose Ortiz

SportsEditor

How will the Red Hawks follow up
their championship season this year?
After winning the NJAC Champion
ship last year and making it aJI the
way to the sweet 16 In the division III
playoffs, It will be quite a task for the
men’s basketball team to top last
season's success story.
Returning to the squad this
season are last year's NJAC rookie
o f the year Antw an Dozier,, who
also made the all-region team, MSU
male sophomore athlete of the year
Michael Gluck, Michael Davis,- who
led the team In blocked shots, and
Pierre M itchell w ho led the Red
Hawks with 50 three-point shots last
season.
Coach Ted Flore, who boasts a
.654 winning percentage since 1998
Is as optimistic as ever about the
season that.starts on Friday.the 21st.;
He says that his team has size, depth,
and most Importantly, talent. Fiore
says "winning isn’t about having
g o o d players, i t’s a b o u t having

a g ood te a m ." Well the c o a c h
shouldn't have to worry about either.
Finishing 23 - 6 last season, and
having the bulk of last year’s stars
return should fnake this a successful
year.

down the rims at Panzer.
The c o a c h said, "We try and
emphasize defense, we have enough
firepower that w e ’re gonna score
some points, but we have to improve
defensively.” These are just a few of
the questions facing
also be relying on f l
the men’s basketball
new feammafes this
¿ ¿ W in n in g is n o t program. The team
season to get the job
lost Benny Martinez,
ABOUT HAVING
done. Lamont Newel
and Joey Thomas,
a transfer student,
GOOD PLAYERS, IT’S who together com 
should help the Red
bined
for
eight
ABOUT HAVING A
Hawks with their pass
rebounds and almost
ing game as a point
20 points per game.
GOOD TEAM.99
guard.
The team
C oa ch says, “ They
struggled In that
- T e d F io r e came up big for us In
department last year,
Boskefboii many games, those
Coctch L.
x
finishing dead lasf In ^
are two guys we
fhe NJAC in assists,
have to re p la ce In
with
no ' players
our back court."
am ong the league
Flore still says that
leaders. Also new to the team will the te a m ’s biggest challenge will
be Alto Virgil at shooting guard, and be “ maximizing our potential." He
Glon Paul Gonzales at the power then added that, "always our biggest
forward to help fill the void left by last challenge Is realizing our potential,
season’s team leader In rebounds, and becoming as good as we can
Jerome Trawlck. Keith, Duncan, be.” Sounds like a cliché, but these
Michael Davis, Carzell Collins, and tasks are much easier said than
Duquan Everett top off the list of fresh done. faces that will hopefully be tearing
The last question that has to be

answered, and will be as the season
progresses. Is will the team's leading
scorer from last season, Dozier, who
missed the playoffs last season after
tearing his ACL, add another stellar
season to his resume? But Coach
says that the Sophomore looks fully
recovered, and then added "If he
is fully recovered , we expect the
same kind of year, he's had a good
preseason, he’s worked hard, there
Is no reason he w on't have a good
year."
Coach Flore says that the only
two guaranteed starting spots have
been given to Gonzales and Mitch
ell, and every other spot Is up for
grabs, or situational. He also added
that Its more Important who finishes
the game rather than who starts. The
deep bench will be a big strength
of the team th a t seems to have
someone for every job. When asked
about his prediction for the coming
season, he said, "w e’ll be one of the
teams battling for a championship."
Only time will tell the fate of the Red
Hawks men’s basketball team.

Women ’s Basketball Can Smell the Playoffs
says, “She Is a great counter to our
current point guard, she comes In
SportsEditor
with a maturity that most freshmen
don’t have."
W om en’s basketball co a ch ,
The biggest strengths of the Red
Jamie Hoffman, is ready to separate Hawks women's basketball program
j the best from the rest this, season. will be their versatility. They have
’ Com ing In with an even 25 - 25 post players than can run and shoot,
record, this season will be a defining and guards that can penetrate and
year for the program that she Inher shoot. Coach says, "I'm a defensive
ited in 2001.
minded coach and I believe that
To help her out she has Ebony I have recruited for my personal
Allen, who returns off of a rookie of Interests." She says that the biggest
the year selection, and was named challenge facing this team will be
to the first all conference team. Also com bining the new comers with
returning Is point guard, Vanessa old players and seeing how long it
- Defreltas who was a 50 percent takes to gel. Another problem will be
shooter before suf
filling the void left by
fering an ACL Injury
Jasmine Batts, whose
last season. Cap
59 steals last season
tain Dyette Dillard
not only led the team,
who averaged just
but also was g o od
¿¿W e ’ r e g o in g t o
seven points per
enough for her to
game last season
BE IN THE THICK OF finish fifth in the
will be looking to
THINGS IN MARCH99 NJAC.
end her senior year
Their ultimate goal'
-Jctm r& H io fF m c tri this season Is to put
on a high note.
, VVcyT7ér7¿ B e rs iz&ribxot//
The w om en’s
themselves in a posi
basketball team ,
^
tion where we are
that finished 13 contending for an
12 last season, Is
NJAC title. It would
a group of girls on
be the team's first
the verge of a breakthrough and since 1994, when Gloria Bradley was
a team that Is a couple of players head coach. Hoffman says that
away from NJAC ttom lnance, This TCNJ will be a problem this season, as
was evident when last season the they have perhaps the best returning
team finished, th e to p five o f 10 veteran squad.
teams In eight out of the 10 statistical
C oach Hoffman says th a t the
categories.
team will be relying mostly on their
New to the team this season Is running and transition game, as well
Pam Barone from the College of as the post up inside-out gam e.
Staten Island. Barone was on pace Defensively the team Isgoing to play
to break Staten Island’s scoring aggressive man sets, where the girls
record. She joins MSU already haying will be playing the passing lanes.
scored over 1000 points In her career, They also have zone sets that are
and looks to be a great one-two based off of their man principles.
punch in the backcourt with Defrel
C oach says she expects hard
tas, Coach Hoffman says that Barone work and effort from her players,
Is a threat to drive to whole, and has saying, “ I refuse to coach effort."
the ability to hit outside shot. This The bench completes the team with
will make her next to Impossible to Amy Snyder, who makes a great sixth *
guard.
man, and Amanda Mullaney who is
Also new to the team Is freshman 6'1 center who-going to be stuffing
point guard, Lindsay Dyal. Hoffman some shots down the, opposition's
By Jose Ortiz

m
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Hoffm an and her g irls p u t up a 13 - 12 record last season. This
year they have added some new players and should be a contender
this season.
throat.
It’s obvious th a t Ebony Allen Is
Hoffman’s go to player. She is the
most talked about player In the con
ference, and with time winding down
In the game, you w ant the ball In
Allen's hands. “ She attacks the
basket, even If she doesn’t score,
she gets to the free throw line, and
Is unfazed by pressure at the line."
Hoffman had nothing but praise for

her star player who averaged over
15 points per game. Hoffman says
she knows only two things for sure.;
"I know th a t w e 're gonna work
hard from November to March, and
w e're going to be In the thick of
things in M arch. Lets just hope
that her team ’s actions will be
louder than Coach Jamie Hoffman's
words.
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Skating fora Title
PiPB iW

w w w .th e m o n tc la rio n .o rg

Pic of the Week
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The Hockey team is currently 10 - 7 - 3 , and have their eyes set on a
Super East and a MACH A Championship.
By Jose Ortiz

SportsEditor
If you asked assistant ice hockey
coach, Frank Barone w hat he
expects from his team this season,
he would say wins. Coming off of
a season where they finished below
.500 overall, they won the MACHA,
but failed fo qualify for the Super
East tournament.
Yes, this roller coaster team has
its eyes set on the prize, and Barone
says, ‘‘We still have a young team,
and we have added scoring and
offensive power." Two players, Ryan
Geselle and Dave Mysek who bofh
have a plus minus ratio above 10
and Ryan Bourke who has +9 ratio
are backing this up. Needless to say,
this is there most offensive line, and
when it comes down to crunch time,
that’s the line that will be in.
The team captains are defend
ers Ed C aldw ell and Justin Conigliaro, w h o ’s brother Mark, is the
back up goalie for the team. The
starting goaltender is freshman Mike
Jacoby.
Barone says thaf his fop goal this
season will be “to make the playoffs

for both leagues, and be one of
fhe top contenders in the Mid-Atlan
tic Collegiate Hockey Association
(MACHA).” Of course they will have
to com pete with teams like NYU,
Wagner College, and Ryder Univer
sity in order to make the dream a
reality. He says th a t the team 's
biggest ch a llenge will be within
themselves adding “ we need to
work on our consistency, playing a
full 60 minutes and not having any
mental lapses.”
The team ’s strengths are.in their
speed, great skills that generate a
lot of offense. The biggest weakness
Barone said, is their consistency and
one-on-one play.
The Red Hawk Ice Hockey team
is another of the school’s athletic
groups not under Varsity sports. This
means that they receive very limited
funding from the school, and the
players are left to pay for travel, hotel
rooms, and equipment. If any team
deserves a good season its them.
They are currently 1 0 -7 -3 , and look
primed to make a playoff run.

The Montclarion would like to send a special thank you to Ed Leonard
(right) for all of the help he has given us taking pictures this soccer
season. Happy holidays to him and his family.

Soccer
C o n tin u e d fro m p a g e 1

on the next day, he scored the
game winner against Ramapo on
Sunday, making sure that he was a
man of his word. After a hard fought
game “The Kid,” maybe the fastest
man at MSU, received the pass from
another freshman, Iliyas Tasci, and
was able to put it in right in the
middle.
The goal came in the 73rdminute
of play, gave Morgan a team lead
ing 12th goal, and 27th point of the
season. "The Kid” was named the
tournament’s MVP who had three
goals and one assist in three ECAC
games. The third seeded Red Hawks
earned their first ECAC title since
1993, and the third time overall.
The team ’s record was 1 6 - 4 - 3 ,
the 16 wins this season is the most
since 1991 when the team won 15

games.
Coach Brian Sentowski and his
boys are not going to miss a beat
either, they are only losing three
seniors, neither of which were among
the top three in any statistic, and they
have 24 players returning. Sentowski
stands to make a bid for coach of
the year, while Aviles, Morgan, Tasci,
and Horan should _alJ-be .no-brainers
for the NJACralTconference teams.
Congratulations to the MSU
men's soccer team on a game well
played, a great season, and by the
looks- of it, many more to come. In
only his second year coaching the
team; Sentowski has made this
team into a force to be reckoned
with. Congratulations to him and his
coaching staff on a job well done.

Losing Is Not an Option for MSU Wrestlers
By Jose Ortiz

SportsEditor
Starting the off the season
ranked 11th, the MSU wrestling team
is looking to make some noise this
year. Last season the Red Hawks
had five all Americans, placed fourth
in the Division III National Tourna
ment, and had Rami Ratel finish as
fhe number one ranked wrestler in
the nation.
Lorraine Infante, half ch e e r
leader, half-wreStler, and all woman,
is living out hendream of. not only
being a member of the wrestling
team, but actually competing. She
has u lifetime collegiate record of
3 - 1, and is eager to do whatever
it takes to improve. She practices
with the guys, and wrestles them as
well. Infante, who’s been wrestling
since her junior year in high school,
says that the guys do not treat
her any different. That was appar

ent in practice, where she was wres saying, “ I don't see any obstacles, I
tling with former Russian champion, don't look at that stuff. In order to
Eduard Aliakseyenka. She says, “ If’s win you have to expect to win.”
fhe greatest thing ever to beat a
A nother wrestler to w a tc h is
guy."
No. 2 ranked Eduard
This year they
Aliakseyenka. The
have lost Ratel, as
30-year-old, was a
his four year eligi
Russian
national
6 6 | n ORDER TO WIN, ch a m pio n in 1998,
bility has run out,
but have returning
and placed sixth in
YOU HAVE TO
senior Dominic Delthe world. He says
lagatta, who is the
EXPECT TO W IN.99
that the main differ
nations
number
ence between wres
D o m in ic D ^ jo g ç r ifo , tling for us, and for his
one D III wrestler
V V re s i/in g X D o p ifo in
in the 164-weight
country is “I’m doing
class. He comes
this for fun, back in
back as team
Russia, this was my
ca p ta in after a
job.” The; 184 pound
three-year hiatus.
beast has a career
This blonde haired
record of 77 - 7, and
senior says his main g oal for this by the looks of him, will be adding to
season is “ to work hard and to do that total in the months to come.
my best and hopefully win a national
Its obvious that MSU’s wrestling
championship as an individual and is stacked for the kill, and the only
as a team.” -He then followed show thing stopping them is them. The trio
ing confidence in his teammates of top ranked wrestlers iscapped off

with the No. 1 ranked 184-pounder
Dennis Gaul, who comes off of a
freshman year where he tallied 22
wins Idsf season.
Along with the old school, we
now have the new school. Senior
Steven Roy who, up until now has
just a .500 record, thinks this is his
breakout’season. Roy wants to get a
chance to help the team and says,
“ they haven’t actually given me a
chance to shine yet, but I feel I'll
g e t my shot this year. I think I’m
betteMnan most of the guys in herea n yw q y.” Roy was not trying to
take anything away from the team,
adding "I really think our team hasThe
ability to win a national champion
ship this year.”
Well the scene- is set for th.e Red
Hawks fo make their run at a third*
national cham pionship in school
history, and to add to their long list of
all Americans. The first home match
is Tuesday Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.

Sports
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M en’s S o ccer
NJAC Overall

Richard Stockton

7-1-1 13-7-2

MSU

5-1-3 14-3-4

Rowan
Ramapo
Kean
NJCU
Rutgers-Carnden
TCNJ
William Paterson
Rutgers-Newark

Football
Saturday 11/22
Home vs. Allegheny
@ 12 p.m.

18-5-0
12-3-3
4*Ä 2 10-7-4
4-44

12-6-2

Field Hockey

3-4-2 10-6-4
3-4-2 5-11-2

No more games, team was
eliminated by Middlebury

1-6-2 3-12-2

Freshman
Hometown: Princeton, NJ

0-9-0 6-12-0

M en ’s S occer

Women’s Soccer
Season over. ECAC Metro
Division III Champs

NJAC iOverall
MSU

7-1-1 14-5-1

TCNJ
Richard Sockton
Rutgers-Camden
Rowan
Kean
William P ateion—
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo
NJCU

7-2-0

15-4-0

£2-1

14-4-1

Ife

13-4-3
7-10-3

4-4-1

9-7-1

h o n o r a b l e

W omen ’s Soccer

m e n t i o n

Megan Ulicny
Senior
Hometown: Edgewood, NJ

Season ended with a loss to
Richard Stockton as runners up
in the ECAC Metro Division III
Tournament

14-5-1
4-4-tl

Morgan scored the game winning goal in two
straight games, and was named ECAC MVP

Megan was named to the All-Region 1st team.

2-7-0. 8-10-0
1-7-1
0-9-0

Eugene Vick
Junior
Hometown: Newark, NJ

7-10-2
1-13-1

V olleyball
NJAC Overall

Rutgers-Newark
Richard Stockton
Rowan
Wiliam P a te rs o Ä
Kean
NJCU

6-0

20-6

6-0

16-9

V

13-7

MSU

Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden

m J

14-10

WL

10-14

2-4

10-13

2-5

7-25

X 0-5

6-17

0-5

2-14

Steph Sabaiiauskas
Junior
Hometown: Edison, NJ

R

e

s

u

l

t

s

Steph was named the NJAC’s offensive player
of the year.

r ~ --------------------------------------------- \
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Football

11115-MSU 21, Rowan 20

Field H ockey
NJAC Overall

1A

MSU

1

Rowan

3.4
2

m W

TCNJ
H
■
Kean
William P a & d r B a
Richard Stockton

m

l ill
1-4

¡ 15-4

Field Hockey

11115-MSU2, Middlebury3
11/15- MSU 1, Stockton 1 (2 4 PK)

____________________________ j

5-3
7-2
4-4

1-8
1-9

LOSS

12

3

0

LOSLOCOS

11

4

0

JAKOFFASAURS

9

6

0

PIKE

5

13

0

DELTA CHI

2

13

3

SPALDING

6-12

7-1

WIN

SILENT ASSASINS

FORFEIT

Women’s Soccer

14-4

NJAC Overall

N

VO LLEYBALL

Men’s Soccer

11115- MSU 3, NJCU 2
■ 11116-MSU 1, Ramapo 0

15-2
15-4

CAMPUS REC

MACGREGOR

13-3

Football

EMAIL THE SPORTS
GUY WITH YOUR
QUESTIONS AT
SPORTSGUYMSU@
YAHOO.COM
_____________ __ _____________

m

Eugene ran for 164 yards on 29 carries against
Rowan on Saturday.

______________________ J

WIN

LOSS

THOSE GUYS

15

0

FORFEIT
0

WISENHEIMERS

12

3

0

TOP OF THE HILL

4

11

SGA OLD SCHOOL

4

IN T 2 REC TEAM

3

1

IF YOU WOULD
LIKE TO WRITE
FOR THE SPORTS
SECTION, EMAIL

3
12

2

M O N T S P O K IW A H O O . C O H

FORFEIT

OR CALL
EXTENSION 5241
AND ASKFOR
JOSE.

WILSON
WIN

LOSS

FLAME HAWKS

12

3

0

THE BEARS

10

5

0

5

0

W ILLIAM S HALL 3 4

10

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

2

13

0

GOGGINS9

2

13

0

J V _____

COME AND JOIN
THE FUN AT THE
MONTCLARION.

J

red hawk-

orts

“The Sports Guy”
See Page 24

Voi. 83,

No. 1 1

Answer to last week’s
question of the week
See Page 24
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Red Hawks Win Earning a Playoff Spot
By Jose Ortiz
S ports E ditor

MSU

21

Rowan

20

MSU cornerback Sean
Murray co u ld not have
chosen a better time to
record his sixth interception
of the season. With 17 sec
onds left in the game, Murray
picked off a pass from Mike
Orihel at MSU's 15-yard line to
seal up the Red Hawk victory
over Rowan.
The team once again
had to clim b on the back
of their star running back,
Eugene Vick, because DiGirolamo, despite one TD pass,
was a no show, as he only
completed eight of 27 passes
for only 82 yards. Rowan
struck first with a scored first
o ff of a four run from Paf
Thompsom. .This came after
a 40-yard run to make it first
and goal on the Red Hawk
two-yard line, which cam e
following a fumble recovery
by the Profs’ Kevin Bellamy.
Wifh just over a minute
left in the second half, Red
Hawk QB connected on his
only TD pass of the game to
Chris Becker, for his second of
the season. After a blocked
extra point, The Profs began
mounting a drive only to
fumble the ball where a
would be Derrick Morrison
would take it to the house
with just 13 seconds remain
ing before halftime. MSU had
the lead 12-7.
Rowan began the half
with two consecutive field
goals, kicked by Damian
Shaddow from 32 and 36
yards out. Rowan closed

the third quarter with a short
touchdown pass to Pat Silva.
With a 20 - 12 lead going
in to the fourth quarter, with
the Red Hawk's recent trend
of giving up a lot of lafe points
this season, things began to
look bleak for fhe Red Hawks
hopes for a national cham
pionship. But Shaun Murray
restored some hope a fte r
a 39-yard punt return touch
dow n brought MSU within
two points of Rowan. Vinnie
Doffont put the Hawks ahead
with a 35-yard field goal.
The gam e ended 21 - 20,
with MSU taking their eighth
game, and winning the NJAC
championship.
MSU, with the victory, has
earned their eighth NCAA
division III playoff berth and
face Allegheny this Saturday
at noon.
So whats on the line? First
they will earn the right to
a d van ce should they win
Secondly, both SGAs have
made a little bit of a wager.
According to SGA Pres
ident Jacob Hudnut, the
losing team ’s SGA president
must parade around in the
other team's mascot outfit
So if the Red Hawks lose
Jacob will have to wear an
Alligator outfit on Monday,
and have it videotaped and
documented. Hows that for
school spirit?
Jacob says ‘‘I accept this
wager with complete confi
dence in our football team.
The SGA is extremely grate
ful for the dedication of our
athletic teams and except
ing this wager expresses that
gratitude while prom oting
MSU school spirit. I wish the
team best of luck on Sat
urday." Its do or die time,
either win, or go back to your
dorms.

'“Springfield (10 -0 )

Finals o pponent

“R ensselaer (8 -1)

Curry 111-0 )
“Brockport State (9 -1)
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“Montclair State (8-1 )

R edlands (6 -3)

“Lmfield (9 -0 )
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*St Norbert (10-0 )
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E ugene The Q u ick” Vick ru sh e d fo r 164 ya rds a g a in st Rowan in the NJAC
championship. Vick must have a big game if the Red Hawks hope to advance.

Top Coach of the Fall
By Jose Ortiz
Sports E ditor

Deciding the Fall sea
son’s top coach honors was
not as easy a decision
as one might think. Beth
G ottung and the field
hockey team m ade it to
the second round of fhe
NCAA tournaments this
season, and were only one
of two MSU teams to make
it to the Division III playoffs.
Eileen Blair and the Wom
en’s soccer team beat
TCNJ for the first tim e in
school history, and were
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
the runners up in this
ye a r’s ECAC ch am pion season he coached his boys
ship, and in the NJAC tour all the way to the ECAC
nament. Of course foot championship gam e, and
b a ll’s G iancalo makes a posted a 12 - 7 record over
serious case with his team all.
making the NCAA division
You want to talk about
III tournam ent, and win a follow up year? The field
ning eight straight games, general takes his boys to their
after losing
best record
their home
in over 11
opener,
years and
and return
to their first
66I LOVE WORKING E C A C
ing from a
5 -5 record
HERE, I SEE MYSELF cham pion
in the pre
ship in ten
HERE FOR MANY
vious year.
years and
B u t
only
the
YEARS.99
Brian Senteams third
towski and
overall.
- B r ia n S e n to w s k i
his boys on
A A e n ’s S o c c e r C o a c h
The
the soccer
f o r me r
team had
s o c c. e r
a remarkphenom,
a b I e
played
season. After taking over Rutgers-New Brunswick, and
the co a ch in g jo b last has been influenced by
season, Sentowski had to some great coaches along
step in and re p la ce the the way.
Bruce Arena,
soccer team 's most win coach of the national team,
ning coach in history. Last Rutgers coach Bob Reasso,

M en’s soccer coach, Brian
Senowski, has won 28
games in two seasons with
the Red Hawks with a
.636 winning percentage.
S e n to w ski says th a t his
team will be back next
season b e tte r than ever,
as they are only losing five
seniors, and only two o f
those were starters. You
can b e t th a t no team in
the NJAC wants a piece o f
Sentowski, and his troops,
as the Red Hawk dynasty
will continue to grow.
and Bob Bradley from the
Metrostars, are just of the
coaches that have helped
him and shaped Sentowski
into the coach that he’s
become.
The leader of “The New
World Order" of men's soccer
says, "My ultim ate g oal is
to c o a c h professionally in
Europe, or on the world cup
team , but there is no time
table, I love working here,
I see myself here for many
years."
Well that's good news for
the Red Hawks, and bad
news for the rest of division
III. The 31-year-old coach is
on a mission, and next season
he’s got his eyes set on that
elusive national cham pion
ship. Coach says the team
will be better than ever, and
NCAA p layoff bid is in the
cards. Till then, you can bet
he’ll be working meticulously
around the clock to solidify
the Red Hawk dynasty, under
the Sentowski regime.

